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The catalytic properties of nanostructured molybdenum oxides and sulfides were

investigated. Several synthesis methods were tested in order to determine a reliable

and reproducible way to produce structurally and chemically homogeneous products.

The structure of synthesized molybdenum oxides and sulfides was thoroughly studied

by electron microscopy techniques, X-ray diffraction and X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy among others. It was found that the synthesis method of choice produced

high yield, single phase, single crystalline molybdenum oxide nanoparticles. These

oxide crystals are susceptible to reduction and sulfidation, which enable their use as

precursor in the synthesis of molybdenum sulfides. The sulfidation of molybdenum

oxide nanocrystals produced highly textured molybdenum sulfide nanostructures.
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Pseudo one-dimensional structures were identified in these samples. The structural

model proposed for such structures implies the presence of sulfur atoms decorating

the edges. This is particularly important since these extra-sulfur atoms may lead to

an electronic structure different from the bulk molybdenum sulfide. The catalytic

properties of these compounds were studied with the model reaction of hydrodesul-

furization (HDS) of dibenzothiophene (DBT). DBT is considered an appropriate

compound for the investigation of the activity and reaction mechanisms of HDS

catalysts, and it is widely used in the literature, which facilitates the comparison

with reported data. The nanostructured molybdenum compounds showed typical to

high activity values, however they presented enhanced selectivity. The oxides were

more efficient in the desulfurization of DBT, while the sulfides for hydrogenation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Importance of Hydrodesulfurization Processes and

Catalysts

Molybdenum sulfides and oxides have been, for more than 50 years, of paramount

importance in the production of fuels. Mo-based catalysts were developed in Ger-

many before the Second World War for production of liquid fuels by hydrogenation

of coal [46] and they remain among the most important catalysts for the oil indus-

try due to their high activity and poisoning resistance. This kind of catalysts is

envisaged to gain even more importance in the near future because of economical

and environmental concerns.

Three important aspects that make urgent the improvement of current desul-

furization processes or the development of new ones include:

• The increase in the energy demand, which is projected to grow from 412

quadrillion BTU in 2002 to 553 quadrillion BTU in 2015 [1].

• Oil has been and will continue to be the primary energy source worldwide

(Fig. 1.1) [1, 14].
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Figure 1.1: A) Past and projected world energy demand. B) Historic and projected
values of energy supply by energy source.

• Depletion of light oil reserves has caused the processing of heavier and more

sulfur-rich feeds [102, 14].

To these three concerns there may be added the emergent stricter regulations in

terms of fuel sulfur and aromatic contents. It has been proposed that the reduction

in sulfur-containing and aromatic compounds will have to be accompanied by an

increase in fuel power. A summary of the gasoline and diesel regulations is presented

in table 1.1. Desulfurization of increasingly heavier crudes not only implies the

removal of thiols, sulfides and disulfides, but of highly refractory compounds such

as thiophene and its derivatives as well

reffig:molecules. The removal of sulfur-compounds can be achieved either by high

temperature-high pressure hydrodesulfurization processes (HDS) or by adsorption

processes (π-complexation, van der Waals interactions or reactive chemisorption)

[51].

HDS are catalytic processes that involve Mo or W-based catalysts, often pro-

moted (doped) with other transition metals. The activity of this kind of materials

has been continuously increased. Recently, a new generation of catalyst able to

reduce substantially the sulfur content in diesel fuel has been released [57, 39, 40].
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Table 1.1: Diesel and gasoline specifications for sulfur content according to current
regional regulations.

Region Fuel Type Maximum sulfur content (ppmw) Ref
Previous and Current New

values Regulations

European Union Diesel 3000 (1993) 350 (2000) [59, 31]
50 (2005)

USA Highway
Diesel

500 (1993) 15 (2006) [3, 101]

Non-road
diesel

5000 (1993) 500 (2007)

15 (2010)
Gasoline 330 (1993) 30 (2006)

Japan Diesel 500 (1999) 50 [59]
India Diesel 350 (2005) [59]

However, several drawbacks must still be overcome; one is that catalysts such as the

aforementioned consume higher amounts of hydrogen, which leads to olefin satura-

tion resulting in high-octane losses. A second issue is that, increasingly more active-

selective catalysts are required to meet the environmental regulations; a projection

of the necessary increment in catalyst activity is presented in figure 1.3. Even though

a considerable amount or research has been carried out towards the optimization

of Mo-based catalysts, a full understanding of the reaction mechanisms and archi-

tecture of the active sites necessary for a rational design of better catalysts remain

incomplete. This work intends to contribute to the understanding of the relation

between structure and catalytic properties of molybdenum chalcogenides catalysts.

This objective was completed through the investigation of different synthesis meth-

ods to produce nanostructured Mo-oxides and Mo-sulfides and a thorough structural

characterization of the products. This information was correlated to the catalytic ac-

tivity observed in the model reaction of hydrodesulfurization of dibenzothiophene.

The following two sections comprise the review of the historical development of
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Figure 1.2: Sulfur containing molecules present in crude oils

transition-metal catalysts and the dissertation overview, respectively.

1.2 Historical Overview of Transition Metal (Mo, W)

Catalysts

Since the 1960s, several efforts have been made to understand the reaction paths,

reaction intermediates and catalysts structures of importance in HDS processes.

Early studies of the activity of Mo and Co-Mo catalysts in HDS reactions led to the

hypothesis that those catalysts promoted the hydrogenolisis of C-S bonds without

the formation of intermediate hydrogenated compounds [81, 35]. This result con-

trasts with the observations of Givens and Venuto [47], which determined that the

saturation of the aromatic ring is not necessary for the cleavage of the C-S bond,
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Figure 1.3: Required increase in catalytic activity to meet the environmental re-
quirements.

i.e., they established the possibility of the direct desulfurization path to occur. Even

though the results from these two groups seem contradictory, each study was carried

out using different test molecules; therefore, a direct comparison between the two

sets of results cannot be established. However, the results from these two groups

can be qualitatively summarized as follows:

• H2S inhibits both HDS reactions: hydrogenation and hydrogenolisis.

• Reactants and H2S competitively adsorb on the catalyst surface.

• Hydrogenation and hydrogenolisis occur in different catalytic sites, i.e., at least

two different kinds of catalytic sites are present in Co promoted Mo catalysts.
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During the following decade, some models explaining the structure of the

catalytic sites and kinetics of the reactions emerged. It was during this period when

it was determined that either Mo or W was a necessary constituent for the HDS

catalysts. It was also proved that neither Co nor Ni alone showed significant activity,

but that Co (or Ni) combined with Mo (or W) had a higher activity than Mo or W

alone.

The structure of unpromoted Mo catalysts was described as a MoO3 mono-

layer growing epitaxially on the γ-Al2O3 support [103, 37]. This model was further

modified to include the promoter atoms; some studies indicated that Co (or Ni)

ions attached to the monolayer upon impregnation. Richardson [92] also found that

cobalt may become incorporated into the γ-Al2O3 forming Co(Al2O4) spinel struc-

tures. This oxide monolayer was sulfidized during operation or pretreatment. The

process included partial reduction of the metal and O2− by S2− replacement. Due

to the bigger size of S with respect to the O ions, the replacement was limited to

the outermost anion layer so that the epitaxial arrangement would be retained.

Later on, a study of Co promoted Mo catalysts carried out by de Beer et

al.,[29] provided evidence of the formation of Co9S8 and MoS2. This result con-

trasted with the monolayer model, since it implied diffusion of the ions and forma-

tion of new structures that would lead to an extensive destruction of the monolayer

once the catalyst is sulfidized. Consequently, the monolayer model may be adequate

to describe the structure of the catalyst in the early stages only, but not during most

of its operation life.

A second model for the structure of Co (or Ni) promoted catalysts was pro-

posed by Voorhoeve [112] , Farragher and Cossee [41]. Considering that MoS2 and

WS2 consist of layers of edge-shared MoS6/3 octahedra held together by van deer

Waals forces, the promoter ions would intercalate at the layer edges where sulfur

coordination is incomplete. The formation of octahedrally coordinated Mo3+ (W3+)

6



upon intercalation was also suggested, but it was not clearly proved [46]. During

this period, it was also stated that the HDS catalytic sites were associated with

the presence of anion vacancies [72]. This hypothesis was made in analogy to the

description of the catalytic sites in transition metal catalysts for Ziegler-Natta poly-

merization [27], and it has been accepted for long time since it explains qualitatively

the inhibition of the reactions by H2S.

In the 1980s and early 1990s, research was focused on further understanding

the relation between catalytic activity and the formation of anion vacancies in the

catalysts since it was widely accepted that the HDS reactions occurred at coordina-

tively unsaturated metal sites (CUS). In 1981, Pecoraro and Chianelli [83] studied

the catalytic activity of several transition metal sulfides. Their studies led to a cor-

relation between catalytic activity trends and the number of d electrons, i.e., the

sulfides with half filled d−bands presented the maximum catalytic activity. From

their observations, Pecoraro and Chianelli concluded that the catalytic activity of

transition metal sulfides was related to their heat of formation, since this parameter

showed the ability of the compound to form and regenerate sulfur vacancies.

Subsequently, other authors [16, 79] proposed that the HDS activity was

related to the metal-sulfur bond energy. In the early 1990s, Nørskov et al.,[79]

performed a detailed theoretical analysis of the HDS activity and its relation to the

metal-sulfur bond strength, finding a monotonic correlation between those two.

This result seemed to contradict the hypothesis of the existence of a max-

imum activity at the middle of the transition metal series. However, if the heat

of formation is normalized per sulfur atom rather than per metal atom, Chianellis

results show the same monotonic relation.

The effect of promoters was studied with this same approach departing from

the hypothesis that the promoters either increase the rate of the rate limiting reac-

tion or further weaken the metal-sulfur bond. As it was determined that the sulfur

7



binding energy depended on the d−band filling, Nørskov and colleagues affirmed that

the number of d−electrons in CoMoS structures would reduce the stability of the

sulfur bond. In this way they concluded that because of the number of d−electrons

in Ni and Co, these metals are the best promoters for Mo-based catalysts.

This last model attributed the catalytic activity to the presence of a CoMoS

phase, implying that the Co ions are incorporated (intercalated) into the molyb-

denum sulfide structure. A second theory, called the remote control theory [31],

assumed the existence of two separate phases (e. g., MoS2 and Co9S8) acting in

a cooperative manner. The overall remote control mechanism postulates that hy-

drogen is dissociated in the group VIII metal compound. The dissociated hydrogen

migrates onto the surface of the group VI metal sulfide creating CUS (vacancies)

where the catalytic reaction would take place.

Other groups[106, 116, 55, 33] proposed several mechanisms of interaction be-

tween the anion vacancies on the catalyst and S-bearing molecules. It was proposed

that more than one vacancy or CUS was usually necessary. Wambeke [116] and

Kasztelan [55] argued that hydrogenation reactions would require 3 CUS. Based on

this claim, they proposed that hydrogenation would occur only on the (1̄010) planes

where such level of unsaturation could be found. Later on, Kasztelan [54] published

a model describing the architecture of all possible arrangements of adsorbates and

vacancies on hexagonal MoS2 single slabs. This model highlighted the importance

of the correlation between surface structure and the catalytic properties of MoS2

and WS2.

Later studies focused more on the connection between the activity and sur-

face structure of promoted and unpromoted catalysts. In 1994, Daage and Chianelli

[28] proposed the rim-edge model, establishing a correlation between the catalytic

activity and the degree of stacking in molybdenum sulfide microcrystals.

The main conclusions drawn from this model were:

8



• The HDS reactions occur at the edges of the MoS2 crystals, mainly because

sulfur vacancies occur more readily at these positions.

• Two kind of catalytic sites were postulated: the rim sites, active for hydro-

genation, and the edge sites, able to catalyze both reactions (hydrogenation

and desulfurization).

The rim-edge model was widely accepted; subsequent models concentrated

on the discussion about the electronic properties of CUS and the possible reaction

mechanisms around 2,3 and 4-fold CUS[71].

However, it was not until 2000 [50] that a major breakthrough in the under-

standing of the reactant molecule-catalyst interaction was made. This discovery was

based on atomic-scale observations of model MoS2 catalysts [50]. Further analysis

and simulations of the atom-resolved STM images showed the formation of metallic

states at the edges of fully saturated molybdenum sulfide nanoclusters [50, 13]. Later

on, in a study of the interaction of thiophene with the MoS2 clusters, these authors

[63] observed that thiophene binds weakly to the brim sites of as-synthesized clus-

ters but strongly to hydrogen activated clusters. These observations, accompanied

with DFT calculations and STM image simulations, led these authors to propose

that under HDS conditions, S-H groups form at the edges of MoS2 nanoparticles.

Subsequently, the hydrogenation of the sulfur-bearing molecule would take place at

these sites. It is assumed that the final C-S bond cleavage occurs at a different site,

likely a sulfur vacancy.

In summary, this new model supports the existence of two distinct kinds of

catalytic sites present at the edges of molybdenum sulfide clusters. More impor-

tantly, presents evidence of the electronic nature of the interaction between fully

saturated metallic edges and the reactant molecules.

9



1.3 Dissertation Overview

Chapter 2 presents the materials obtained by several synthesis methods. It includes

physical methods, such as physical vapor deposition, and soft chemistry methods

such as sol-gel, polyol and hydrothermal reactions. The description of different

synthetic paths is accompanied by a morphological characterization of the products.

The results in this chapter justify the choice of the hydrothermal method for the

production of well-controlled molybdenum oxide and sulfide nanostructures.

In chapter 3, the influence of the synthesis parameters on the morphology

of molybdenum oxide nanoribbons is presented. A complete morphological and

structural characterization of molybdenum trioxide nanoribbons is presented.

Chapter 4 comprises the synthesis of nanostructured sulfides by the sulfo-

reduction reaction of molybdenum trioxide nanoribbons and the characterization of

the corresponding products. The structure of the molybdenum sulfide/molybdenum

oxide nanocomposites was studied by XRD, XPS, EDS, ED and electron microscopy

imaging. This chapter presents also a comparison between nanostructured Mo sul-

fide and two other well-known forms of molybdenum sulfides. This comparison

proves that the material described in this chapter possesses a unique morphology.

The catalytic activity of nanostructured molybdenum compounds, oxides

and sulfides, was analyzed in a model HDS reaction. Chapter 5 presents the results

of HDS of dibenzothiophene. A correlation between the catalytic performance and

the structure of the different materials is briefly discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 6 includes some general final remarks and suggests further experi-

ments that could be done in order to improve these model bulk catalysts. It also in-

cludes some other potential applications for these molybdenum chalcogenides nanos-

tructures.
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Chapter 2

Synthesis of One-Dimensional

Materials

The synthesis of one dimensional and quasi one-dimensional materials consists in

driving the anisotropic crystallization of the desired material. This anisotropic

growth can be accomplished through a variety of ways: i) favored by anisotropic

crystal structure, ii) by template-assisted confinement or iii) by controlling supersat-

uration or using appropriate ligands in the reaction media [118]. Most of the times

more than one of the phenomena mentioned before are involved in a particular

synthesis method.

Figure 2.1, presents a schematic of the different synthesis methods of one-

dimensional structures as classified by Xia, Yang et al.,[118]. Some of the methods

mentioned in the figure will be discussed in more detail in the context of the synthesis

of molybdenum compounds in the following section.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic showing different approaches to the synthesis of one-
dimensional materials. A) Anisotropic growth dictated by the crystal structure.
B) Directional growth confined by a catalyst droplet (VLS mechanism). C) Crys-
tal growth directed by adequate capping agents. D) Template assisted synthesis:
confinement of the material to the pores of the template and self-assembly of zero-
dimensional particles into one-dimensional chains on a stepped substrate. Adapted
from reference [118]

2.1 Synthesis of Molybdenum Chalcogenide Nanostruc-

tures

Molybdenum trioxide possesses a distorted ReO3 structure with an orthorhombic

unit cell. It presents different chemical reactivity along the [100],[010] and [001] di-

rections; as a result this crystal has a natural tendency to grow in an anisotropic way.

Molybdenum dioxide, with a monoclinic cell, presents also great anisotropy. There-

fore, several methods can be used in the preparation of molybdenum-oxide nanos-

tructures. A method that has been reported to yield long nanowires of molybdenum

and molybdenum dioxide and trioxide is the electrochemical deposition reported by

Penner [120, 119]. This method uses the stepped surfaces of highly oriented pyrolitic
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graphite (HOPG) to direct the assembly of small precursor particles. The final di-

ameter and length is dictated by the electrodeposition parameters. The resulting

nanowires are parallel to the surface of the substrate and can be either fully oxidized

to MoO3, reduced until Mo wires are obtained, or sulfidized to MoS2 [65], which

makes this synthesis method a very flexible one.

Different approaches were taken by the groups of Zhang [122], Li [70] and

Wang [123]. These two groups work on variations of a solid-vapor method (Figure

2.1 B). Zhang et al., oxidize a molybdenum coil by passing a current through it. The

products are collected on a Si substrate located above the coil. This method pro-

duces two phases of molybdenum trioxide (α-MoO3 platelets and β-MoO3 spheres),

each of them can be selectively produced, but there seems not to exist a good control

over the particle size.

Li and coworkers synthesize MoO3 single crystals with a ribbon like mor-

phology by heating a Mo foil using infrared radiation and collecting the products

on a Si substrate located at some distance from the Mo target. The substrate is

kept at a much lower temperature than the target thus allowing the nanocrystals to

condense on its surface. This method can produce a large number of crystals even

though it does not provide good control over the width of the resulting structures.

A different kind of morphology is obtained by the procedure proposed by

Wang et al.,[123]. They heat up a Mo boat and a silicon substrate in a chamber that

is first evacuated and then continuously filled with Ar during the reaction time. The

final product consists of an array of MoO2 nanowires that grow perpendicular to the

Si substrate; in this case, the metal is not fully oxidized due to the oxygen deficient

atmosphere. The morphology and the arrangement are kept even after oxidation or

reduction reactions, allowing for the synthesis of MoO3 and Mo organized nanowires.

Using a similar vapor-solid approach, Li et al.,[69] have been able to produce

flower-shaped nanoparticles of MoS2. These structures were produced by heating
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a Mo foil in the presence of S vapor; the resulting MoS2 nanoflowers presented

interesting field emission properties.

Besides the high temperature methods, molybdenum chalcogenides have been

prepared by low temperature hydrothermal [73, 68, 67, 66, 82, 109] and solvothermal

[12] synthesis. These kinds of processes kinetically drive the anisotropic crystal

growth by controlling the supersaturation in the reaction media.

Uniformly sized molybdenum trioxide nano and micro ribbons have been

successfully prepared by hydrothermal processing [68, 73, 82]. The final dimensions

of the crystals are easily controlled by the synthesis parameters such as precursor,

medium, reaction time and temperature.

The MoO3 nanobelts or nanoribbons obtained are single crystals and can be

sulfidized to MoS2 as shown by Li et al.,[67]. The final structure of the sulfidized

phase is dictated by the reaction conditions.

Fewer efforts have been made to produce directly MoS2 by hydrothermal

processing. The examples found in the literature show the formation of MoS2, but

they do not provide enough evidence of the formation of one-dimensional structures

[66, 109]. In a different way, Bernsten et al.,[12] are able to obtain highly destacked

MoS2 by solvothermal routes with no particular focus in forming one-dimensional

structures.

Other techniques such as template-assisted sol-gel have been applied to the

synthesis of other transition metal chalcogenides [61] and molybdenum-oxide bronzes

[7] and they will be briefly investigated in the present project.

2.1.1 Direct Physical Vapor Deposition

Two sets of experiments using the direct vapor phase method were run. For the

first one, molybdenum oxide was used as precursor; for the second, a molybdenum

foil was used. The details of each set and the results are described in this section.
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Set1: Precursor Molybdenum oxide

The precursor was prepared by acid decomposition of ammonium molybdate ac-

cording to the following reaction:

(NH4)6Mo7O24 · 4H2O + 6HCl −→ 7MoO3 · xH2O + 6NH4Cl + 7(1 − x)H2O

A solution of ammonium molybdate was heated at the boiling temperature;

a warm solution of HCl was added and allowed to cool to room temperature. As

the solution cools down, a white precipitate forms; the precipitate was filtered out

and dried in air. After drying, the compound was heated to 500 ◦C for 12 h.

A sample of 25 to 125 mg of MoO3 in an alumina boat was placed at the

central region of a tubular furnace in a quartz tube. The sample was heated at

a constant rate until 850 ◦C, about 30 degrees above the melting temperature for

molybdenum trioxide. (Some samples were prepared at lower temperatures). The

powder was held at that temperature for different times under a controlled atmo-

sphere (Ar, Air) at a constant flow.

The products were collected on glass substrates located at the cold end of the

quartz tube. Different particle sizes and morphologies were obtained from substrates

(glass or silicon) at different locations, i.e. it was observed the dependence of particle

size with the condensation temperature.

For some experiments, the silicon substrate was coated with a Au/Pd thin

film (figure 2.2).

It was observed that the presence of metallic nanoparticles on the substrate

did not favor the one-directional growth. Considering that molybdenum oxide has

a relatively low decomposition temperature and that Mo is a refractory metal, the

growth of molybdenum oxide nanostructures by VLS mechanism becomes unlikely.

After discarding the VLS mechanism, there were investigated other synthe-
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Figure 2.2: SEM images of molybdenum oxide particles grown on Au/Pd coated
silicon substrates. Left hand side, shows an area with platelet like crystals. On the
right image, some more rounded particles are observed.

sis parameters for direct vapor phase deposition, such as the precursor initial mass,

reaction time, deposition temperature and atmosphere leading to the following ob-

servations:

• The initial mass plays a major role in the dimensions of the final product

and the abundance of the large crystals fraction. Macro aggregates of acicular

crystals are more abundant in samples whose initial mass were above 60 mg,

while the fine powders abounded more when the initial mass was about 25 mg.

• It was observed that as the reaction time was increased from 25 to 60 to 90

min, the morphology evolved from aggregates of bladed crystals to elongated

hexagonal crystals to ribbon-like micro crystals. The appearance of ribbon

shaped crystals was accompanied by a decrease in the number of octahedral

crystals that are often present in samples obtained at shorter times.

• The lighter material is transported by the gas flow and is finally deposited at

the farthest end of the reaction tube where the temperature is the coldest. It

was observed that the lighter fractions tend to deposit in the shape of micro-
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Figure 2.3: SEM images of molybdenum oxide aggregates. A) The product collected
at the coldest end of the tube consists of spherical particles; the inset shows the
aggregates of these particles. B) Blade-shaped particles collected in the hot section
of the quartz tube.

rods, which are formed by nanometric-sized crystals (figure 2.3).

• An inert atmosphere favored the partial reduction of the metal leading to dif-

ferent morphologies associated with different phases of oxides. In an attempt

to keep the Mo fully oxidized and to recrystallize trioxide, the argon atmo-

sphere was replaced by air. This apparently favored the formation of smaller

crystals, but it did not fix completely the problem of decomposition of the

trioxide. A more strongly oxidizing atmosphere may be needed to ensure that

trioxide crystals are formed.

Some samples that presented very small crystals in the SEM were analyzed by

TEM. Branched crystals and some short, flat crystals were observed, but none of

the samples were very homogeneous.

Set 2: Mo foil

A second set of experiments was run in which a Mo foil coated different concentra-

tions of gold particles was used. The foils were heated up to 800 ◦C for 15 min and
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to 700 ◦C for 5 min. The surface was covered with micron size platelet crystals even

at the shorter times and lowest temperatures. This method was finally discarded

since it did not yield small and homogeneous crystals.

2.1.2 Template assisted Method

In order to confine the growth of molybdenum oxide crystals, commercial anodic

alumina templates were impregnated in a Mo containing solution. The templates

were impregnated with either a molybdenum sol or a MoCl5 solution.

Sol-Gel Method

This method is known to produce homogeneous and highly pure oxides and permits

the easy incorporation of dopants, which would have allowed us to prepare ternary

chalcogenides nanostructures; thus it was very desirable to find the conditions at

which the sol could be introduced into the template pores.

Molybdenum isopropoxide was used as the sol-gel precursor; it was dissolved

in isopropanol-acetonitrile mixtures and the hydrolysis was carried out in the pres-

ence of acetic acid. Some of the gels were aged before template impregnation.

The molar ratios and aging times were varied to find an adequate sol to be

used with the templates. It was observed that there is no penetration of the sol into

the alumina pores (figure 2.4). This could be due to two main reasons; either the

sol does not wet the template or the hydrolysis occurred so fast that the particles

grew to a size bigger than the pore size. In order to discard the hypothesis that

the hydrolysis occurred at a very high rate, some templates were impregnated, in a

controlled dry argon atmosphere, with a solution of the molybdenum isopropoxide

in absolute isopropanol or ethanol. The templates were later immersed in water or

placed in contact with water vapor. In all the cases it was not possible to introduce

the sol into the template pores.
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Figure 2.4: Alumina templates impregnated with a molybdenum sol. Image A)
shows that just a very small fraction of the sol penetrated in the pores. B) The
large aggregates formed by fast hydrolization clearly clog the alumina pores.

Another approach that was also investigated was to impregnate the alumina

membranes with a solution of molybdenum chloride. Solutions were prepared in

water, ethanol and isopropanol, but the wetting problem persisted (figure 2.5).

2.1.3 Kinetically Controlled Reactions. Polyol Method

This method was first used for the synthesis of metal particles. A high-boiling point

alcohol was used as an electron donor medium; by thus reducing adequate salts of

the desired metal, it is possible to obtain small particles. Feldmann et al., have used

this method to produce small particles of several oxides and sulfides [43, 44].

Even though there are reports of the synthesis of one-dimensional metallic

structures prepared by this method, synthetic paths of this kind have not been ex-

plored in the synthesis of 1-D ceramics. Thus, this approach was briefly investigated.

Samples with PVP as capping agent were prepared. The PVP was dissolved

in diethylene glycol (DEG) and heated up to 150 ◦C; at that point the metal pre-

cursor (MoCl5) was added and the reaction was left to proceed under agitation at

constant temperature for several hours. After the reaction was completed, the ex-
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Figure 2.5: Alumina temples impregnated with A) a solution of MoCl5 in ethanol
and B) an aqueous solution of MoCl5. It was observed that neither of the solutions
penetrates in the alumina pores.

cess DEG and PVP were eliminated by centrifugation of the resulting suspension

mixed with acetone. The product is a kind of gel with a yellow color. The resulting

particles were observed in the TEM; there were crystalline 30-50 nm particles, but

no control over the shape was achieved (figure 2.6).

2.1.4 Hydrothermal Method

This method was used for the synthesis of oxides that could be later sulfidized as

well as for the direct synthesis of sulfides.

In the case of the oxides, two sets of precursors were tested. First, the hy-

drated molybdenum oxide obtained from the decomposition of ammonium molyb-

date was used . This oxide was mixed with an aqueous solution of acetic acid and

placed in a digestion bomb at temperatures between 120 and 180 ◦C for different

times (6 h, 12 h, 24 h).

A second set of reactions was run under similar conditions with sodium

molybdate (Na2MoO4), and hydrochloric acid (HCl). The products of this reac-

tion were α-MoO3 single crystals assembled into very large films. The crystals were
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Figure 2.6: HREM images of the molybdenum particles obtained by the polyol
method. A) Aggregation of the particles is often observed.

about 200 nm wide, 20 nm thick and 6 µm long. This method and the resulting

oxide structures are discussed more in depth in chapter 3.

Molybdenum sulfides were also prepared directly by a hydrothermal reaction.

Molybdenum oxide and sodium sulfate (Na2S·9H2O) were mixed in an aqueous

solution of HCl. The solution was left in the digestion bomb for 12h at 220 ◦C .

The product was a black powder. SEM images (figure 2.7) showed the presence of

flower-shaped particles.

Synthesis of Sulfides by sulfidation of oxides

Small molybdenum oxide particles have been used as precursors to MoS2. The oxide

particles undergo a gas phase reaction during which the oxygen is replaced by sulfur

and the metal reduced from Mo6+ to Mo4+. This kind of reaction has been used by

several groups in the synthesis of inorganic fullerenes [107, 67]. For this case, the

synthesis conditions were modified in order to allow the oxygen replacement without

the formation of onion-like structures.

Sections of the MoO3 films were sulfidized at 450 ◦C in a mixture of H2S, H2
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Figure 2.7: Flower-shaped MoS2 particles synthesized by hydrothermal method.

and N2. The temperature was low enough to avoid the formation of fullerene-like

structures and very similar to the conditions under which HDS catalysts work. The

materials obtained by this reaction are discussed in detail in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Characterization of Molybdite

Nanoribbons

Molybdenum chalcogenides are particularly attractive due to their rich unusual

chemistry produced by the multiple valence states that the metal can access in these

compounds and the different coordination environments in which it that can be sta-

bilized [48]. Nanostructured molybdenum compounds can be used in a wide variety

of applications because of their properties as solid lubricants [108, 107, 88, 89], ionic

conductors [8], superconductors [23, 30], field emitters [70, 69, 123], cathodes in

rechargeable batteries [114], thermoelectric materials [19], catalysts [53, 4, 87, 93,

102, 101], in electrochromic devices [98, 75, 74, 9], and so on.

Several synthetic paths have been used in the preparation of molybdenum-

oxide and other nanostructured chalcogenides [118]. A method that has been re-

ported to yield long nanowires of molybdenum and molybdenum dioxide and trioxide

is the electrochemical deposition reported by Penner [120, 119].

Zhang et al., [122], have produced selectively α-MoO3 platelets and β-MoO3

spheres, with no evidence of a good control over the particle size.

The contents of this chapter have been partially published in App.Phys.A, in press, 2005.
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Arrays of MoO2 nanowires have also been deposited on silicon substrates

[123]. The morphology and the arrangement are kept even after oxidation or reduc-

tion reactions, allowing for the synthesis of MoO3 and Mo organized nanowires.

Besides the high-temperature methods, molybdenum oxide nanostructures

have been prepared by low-temperature hydrothermal [73, 68, 67, 66, 82, 109, 78]

synthesis with and without templating molecules. These kinds of processes kineti-

cally drive the anisotropic crystal growth by controlling the supersaturation in the

reaction media.

Uniformly sized molybdenum trioxide nano and microribbons have been suc-

cessfully prepared by hydrothermal processing [68, 73, 82]. The final dimensions of

the crystals are easily controlled by such synthesis parameters as precursor, medium,

reaction time and temperature. The MoO3 nanobelts or nanoribbons obtained are

single crystals and can be sulfidized to MoS2 as shown by Li et al.,[67]. The final

structure of the sulfidized phase is dictated by the reaction conditions.

In this chapter, the synthesis and characterization of large ensembles of α-

MoO3 nanoribbons prepared by acid decomposition of sodium tetramolybdate in

hydrothermal conditions are described. For the set of precursor chosen, the resulting

ribbons are slightly bigger (wider and thicker) than others reported in the literature,

but these resulting crystals are more homogeneous in size and assemble into large

self-standing films that differ from the resulting solids previously produced.

The oxide crystals obtained in this way are easily sulfidized; thus they are

good precursors for other morphologically controlled molybdenum chalcogenides.
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3.1 Experimental

3.1.1 Synthesis

A saturated solution of sodium tetramolybdate (Na2MoO4) in deionized water was

prepared and 2 mL of this solution were kept agitated during the slow addition of

7 mL of HCl 4N. At the beginning, the solution turns cloudy; it changes to a clear

yellow color once all the acid has been added. The yellow solution is sealed into a

Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave. Several time-temperature combinations were

tested in order to investigate the influence of these parameters on the morphology

and size distribution of the product.

Once the reaction time was completed , the autoclave was left to cool down

in air and the solid precipitate is filtered out and washed with deionized water two

to three times. The resulting slurry was allowed to dry on the filter paper. Once

the precipitate was dry, a thin pearly white film formed; in some cases, the film had

a bluish hue. The films were easily detached from the filter paper and further dried

at 350 K in a vacuum oven for 48 to 72 h.

For comparison, samples were prepared using a different set of precursors, i.

e a hydrated molybdenum trioxide and acetic acid. The hydrated oxide was obtained

by decomposition of a solution of ammonium molybdate at 370 K with hydrochloric

acid. The precipitate was washed and dried; then 0.36 g of it were mixed with 1 ml

of deionized water and 0.4 ml of acetic acid. The reaction temperature was 293 K

and the reaction time 72 h.

3.1.2 Characterization

Morphological analysis was carried out by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and

atomic force microscopy (AFM). Small fractions of the products were placed on

carbon tape, coated with a Au-Pd alloy and observed in a Hitachi S-4500 field
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emission SEM operating at 5 kV. Uncoated samples were used for AFM analysis;

the instrument used was a Digital Instruments Nanoscope IV SPM operating in

contact mode.

For crystal-structure identification and orientation analysis, two instruments

were used; a Scintag theta-theta-theta diffractometer and a Philips automated ver-

tical scanning powder diffractometer. For X-ray diffraction, a piece of the film was

fixed with vacuum grease to either an oriented quartz holder or a glass slide. The

spectra were collected from 5 to 80 2θ degrees.

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HREM) and selected area

electron diffraction (SAD) were applied to determine the orientation and growth

direction of the oxides. For these analyses, the samples were sonicated in isopropanol

and deposited on lacey carbon grids. A JEOL jem-2010 F microscope equipped with

a Schottky-type field emission gun, and an ultra-high resolution pole piece (Cs= 0.5

mm), operated at 200 kV was used. HREM images were taken at Scherzer defocus.

Elemental analysis was carried out with an Oxford spectrometer attached to this

instrument.

3.2 Results and Discussion

The products of hydrothermal treatment of hydrated molybdenum oxide and acetic

acid consisted mainly of micron-sized hexagonal rods (figure 3.1). These rods differ

from the submicron-sized crystals obtained by Patzke et al.,[82] using much longer

reaction times.

For the sodium molybdate-HCl system, different temperature-time condi-

tions (table 3.1) were tested. In all the tested conditions, the precipitate consisted

of an extensive array of long self-assembled crystals of rectangular cross section

(figure 3.2).

The length of the ribbons range between 5 to 10 µm, and the thicknesses are
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Figure 3.1: SEM images of hexagonal shaped microrods obtained from the hy-
drothermal treatment of hydrated molybdenum oxide in acetic acid.

Table 3.1: Average widths in nanometers of nanoribbons prepared at different hy-
drothermal conditions.

Time W (6h) X (12h) Y (24 h)
Temperature Orig Dry Orig Dry Orig Dry

A (393K) 106.24 90.92 104.53 105.19 123.46 -
B (423 K) 123.80 - 156.92 146.03 186.41 251.42
C (453 K) 251.42 238.68 304.96 282.11 270.21 305.02

of a few tens of nanometers (30-50 nm). The width was found to depend on the

synthesis temperature; and at higher temperatures, the reaction time exerts more

influence than at the lowest temperature.

It was also found that even though the smallest widths were found in samples

A (∼100-125 nm), the ones with the narrower size distributions were those synthe-

sized at 423 K (samples B). Samples synthesized at 453 K present larger widths

(average widths from 250 to 300 nm). For a complete set of values, refer to table

3.1. Widths of dried samples were also measured, in several cases a small decrement

in average width was found, less often the width remained the same after drying

and in a couple of samples the width was found to be larger after the drying pro-

cess. One must mention that these two samples correspond to the longest reaction
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Figure 3.2: Molybdenum oxide nanoribbons produced under hydrothermal condi-
tions from sodium molybdate in hydrochloric acid. A) Photograph of the large
self-standing films of nanoribbons. B) SEM image showing the preferential align-
ment of the rectangular cross-sectioned crystals.

times. The shrinking of the crystals after the drying process was due to elimination

of water molecules that had remained intercalated in the oxide layers.

X-ray diffraction showed that samples of sets B and C consisted only of

strongly oriented orthorhombic α-MoO3 (a= 1.385 nm, b=0.3696 nm, c=0.3966 nm,

JCPDS 89-7112). It can be observed in figure 3.3 (A, B) that the (210) reflection,

which is the strongest in a randomly oriented sample, is almost extinct in the case

of these films. In all the spectra corresponding to samples B and C, all the strong

diffraction peaks correspond to (h00) reflections and the drying process does not

affect the alignment (figure 3.3 B). For samples prepared at lower temperatures,

figures 3.3C and D, the ordering is distorted by the presence of a hydrated oxide

(molybdenum trioxide hydrate, JCPDS 047-0872). Even at the longest reaction

times, the reaction results in the formation of both the α-MoO3 and the hydrated

oxide; the drying process does not cause any further transformation (figure 3.3D).

Therefore, one can say that the reaction temperature determines the formation of a

single-phase product and the reaction time is more related to the particle size.

The oxide samples were further analyzed by atomic force microscopy (AFM),
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Figure 3.3: XRD patterns of samples obtained at different hydrothermal conditions.
A) Reaction conditions were 423 K, 12 h. The α-MoO3 peaks are marked with
asterisks. B) Sample synthesized at 453 K for 6 h. The indexes correspond to α-
MoO3. It can be observed that most of the peaks correspond to the (h00) family.
C) Sample prepared at 393 K, two phases were detected, the un-indexed peaks
correspond to a hydrated molybdenum oxide. D) Same sample as in C), after
drying in vacuum for 24 h. The set of peaks corresponding to the hydrated oxide
are indexed in italics.

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron diffraction (ED).

From figure 3.4, one can see the smooth flat surfaces of the well-crystallized

α-MoO3 nanoribbons. It is possible to observe that in some cases, the crystals stack

right on top of each other as marked by arrows in figure 3.4 A, complicating the

determination of the exact thickness of individual crystals.

It was observed from the low-magnification TEM images (figure 3.5 A) that

even after sonication, the crystals tend to group and align suggesting a strong

ribbon-ribbon interaction, elemental analysis on bundles of these ribbons showed

the presence of Mo and O exclusively, indicating that the sub-products of the reac-
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Figure 3.4: A) Typical AFM image of molybdenum oxide nanoribbons. A) One
can observe very smooth surfaces and in some cases the stacking of the crystals, as
marked with the arrows.

tion were effectively removed by the washing process. It was also observed that the

nanoribbons presented a uniform width along their entire length.

High resolution TEM and selected area electron diffraction demonstrated

that the ribbons are single crystals and most of them grow along the [010] direction

(Figure 3.5 B, C, D), which is the energetically favorable direction[68].

Electron diffraction patterns showed 0k0 (k= odd) forbidden reflections even

at low radiation doses, implying that these crystals are very susceptible to radiation

damage. At longer beam exposure times the effect is observed also in the image

such as the one shown in figure 3.6A and B. The effect of the electron beam was

thus studied by selected area diffraction (SAD). SAD patterns were taken at 2-

5 min time intervals irradiating an area in a controlled manner. The first and

last patterns of one of the SAD sequences are shown in figure 3.6. Besides the

presence of forbidden spots, diffuse scattering around the spots corresponding to 0k0

reflections was observed. After several minutes, the diffuse scattering is intensified

and observed along the 00l. Additionally, splitting of the 0k0, 00l, k, lodd spots is

clearly observed. Ultimately the irradiated area completely disorders giving place
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Figure 3.5: A) Low magnification TEM image, the strong crystal-crystal interaction
induces the alignment of these crystals in a parallel fashion. B) Crystalline structure
of molybdite, dark balls represent Mo atoms and light balls correspond to O. C)
Electron diffraction pattern taken along the [100] axis of a ribbon, showing that they
are single crystalline and grow along [010]. D) High resolution image of a section of
a ribbon, it is possible to observe atomic resolution, but as these crystals are beam
sensitive the contrast is lost in some areas. The growth direction of the crystal is
indicated by an arrow.

to amorphous domains.

α-MoO3 is a layered oxide formed by slightly distorted corner-shared MoO6/2

octahedra. The distortion in the octahedra leads to three structurally different

oxygen atoms [91]. The so-called asymmetric oxygens are collinear with the Mo

atoms, the symmetric oxygens are bonded to two Mo atoms and the terminal oxygens

are bonded to only one Mo. Even though the Mo-Oterminal distance is the shortest

and the Mo-Oterminal bond is the strongest, the terminal oxygens are only bonded

to one Mo thus; vacancy formation at these sites is very likely to occur. Since

the terminal oxygens will be more probable to be absent in an oxygen deficient
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Figure 3.6: A) TEM image of a heavily irradiated area. B) Higher magnification of a
section of a damaged molybdate crystal, incipient amorphization is observed at the
edges of the crystal. C), D) SAD patterns taken during an iradiation experiment.
C) shows already the presence of forbidden reflections. D) Splitting of the 0k0 and
00l reflections is clearly observed after irradiating the sample for several minutes.

crystal, the vacancy distribution will present some order. Ordering can, in general,

excite sensitive reflections that would be forbidden in a disordered vacancy structure,

giving place to the formation of a supercell, i.e., the real space unit cell is larger

and therefore the reciprocal space cell is smaller than the original cell [117]. In

α-MoO3 crystals, the appearance of forbidden 010 and 001 can be explained by the

formation of a supercell caused by the ordering of oxygen vacancies. The vacancy

distribution can be described in terms of one octahedron with a vacancy surrounded

by vacant-free octahedra [104]. Remediakis et al.,[91] have calculated that when

an oxygen vacancy forms, the surrounding atoms undergo small relaxations, this
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atomic motion may be the responsible for the interrupted square contrast found in

the HREM images (figure 3.5D and 3.6B). This reduction process leads ultimately

to the complete disorganization of the structure in areas that have been heavily

irradiated.

3.3 Conclusion

In summary, it is possible to obtain molybdenum oxide ribbons of nanometric size

through hydrothermal treatment of different sets of precursors. When the hydrated

oxide is used, the reaction time plays a more important role in the synthesis of small

orthorhombic crystals.

The use of molybdates permits to shorten the reaction time and leads to

small crystals that align along a single direction. We have found a set of conditions

to reliably obtain large amounts of well-organized small crystals of α-MoO3. It

was observed that the temperature and consequently the pressure determine the

ultimate production of a single-phase product, and the particle size can be adjusted

by variation of the reaction time. It can be proposed that the optimum temperature

to obtain ensembles of well-crystallized, single-phase, nanoribbons of the smallest

size is around 423 K.

It must be mentioned that in some cases the films had a bluish color indi-

cating the presence of mixed valence states, i. e. partially reduced molybdenum.

Furthermore, it has been shown that these nanocrystals easily form ordered

anion vacancies under mild to strong radiation doses. However, if some critical

dose is surpassed, the structure will locally collapse resulting in the formation of

amorphous domains.
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Chapter 4

Characterization of

Nanostructured Molybdenum

Sulfide

Molybdenum disulfide is a layered anisotropic material that presents three polytypes

originating from different stacking sequences: the 1T polytype that is the least

common, the 2H that has a hexagonal unit cell and the 3R with a rhombohedral cell.

Besides these crystalline polytypes, partially crystallized sulfides with stoichiometric

(S/Mo) ratios between 2 and 3 have been prepared from thermal decomposition of

thiomolybdates [85, 52, 115].

Crystalline and partially crystalline sulfides have been studied for several

years because of their potential applications as solid lubricants [89, 107], cathodes

in rechargeable batteries [64, 114], catalysts [32, 54, 21], superconductors [99, 23]

and so on. More recently, with the continuous miniaturization process and the need

for more efficient catalysts, the synthesis and properties of reduced-size particles of

The contents of this chapter have been partially published in J.Cat, 234, p:184, 2005 and

J.Phys.Chem.B, submitted
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this material started to be investigated. Very important examples of these nano-

sized particles are the inorganic fullerenes and nanotubes [108, 121], which present

different properties than the bulk material because of their particulate size and

structure. Another remarkable example of enhanced properties at the nanoscale

in the molybdenum sulfide system is the nanoflowers that were reported to have

interesting field emission properties [69].

Molybdenum sulfide is also one of the most important hydrotreating catalysts

that have been used for decades in the treatment of heavy crude oils to eliminate

heteroatoms and break aromatic molecules. However, a full understanding of the

structure of the catalytic sites has not been accomplished. The catalytic properties

of molybdenum sulfide have been investigated in relation to its particle size and

structure [28, 60, 54, 95]. Daage and Chianelli [28] proposed that the catalytic

activity is related to so-called edge and rim sites that are located in crystalline planes

perpendicular to the basal plane. Later on, Kasztelan proposed a geometrical model

describing the structure of the active catalytic sites and relating them to the particle

morphology. This model proposed that hydrogenation and isomerization reactions

take place on (101̄0) planes taking into account variations induced by the presence

of vacancies. More recently, scanning tunneling microscopy studies revealed the

occurrence of surface reconstruction in nanosized molybdenum sulfide clusters [50];

thus the edges of these nanoclusters are not identical to stoichiometric MoS2. This

structural change induced also a distortion of the electronic structure by creating

one-dimensional metallic states.

These studies demonstrate the importance of structural characterization of

catalytic materials towards a better understanding of the reaction paths and con-

sequently a better design of the catalytic sites that allow an increased activity and

improved selectivity.

Previously, it was found that molybdenum sulfide prepared by sulfidization
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of molybdenum oxide nanoribbons contained nanostructures [21, 20] that do not

exactly correspond with the phases that are regularly formed by decomposition

of ammonium molybdates and thiomolybdates typical nnostructures were highly

destacked molybdenum sulfide, poorly crystalline MoS2 or bent layers of molybde-

num sulfide. Thus, a more detailed structural characterization was needed in order

to understand the relationship between this particular morphology and the observed

catalytic properties.

In this chapter a complete structural characterization of the molybdenum

sulfide nanostructures is presented [22, 21]. A set of characterization techniques

that provided complementary information about the synthesized material were used;

the same techniques were applied to two forms of molybdenum sulfide, commercial

molybdenite and poorly crystalline sulfide, in order to establish a comparison with

the nanostructured molybdenum sulfide.

4.1 Experimental

The nanostructured molybdenum sulphide samples (Ns) were prepared by sulfidizing

molybdite (α-MoO3) nanoribbons.

For comparison, a standard sample of commercial MoS2 (Across, 98.5%)

and poorly crystalline molybdenum sulfide (pc) were used. The pc samples were

prepared by thermal decomposition of (NH4)2MoS4 at 723 K for 3 h under nitrogen

atmosphere [85, 115].

The morphology of all the samples was studied by scanning electron mi-

croscopy (SEM) in a Hitachi S-4500 field emission SEM operating at 5 kV. Ns

samples were also analyzed in a Jeol JSM 7700F (Cs corrected, 0.6 nm resolution)

scanning microscope operating at 2kV for secondary electrons imaging and at 30 kV

for STEM imaging. The samples were deposited on carbon tape and Au-coated.

Crystal-structure identification was carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
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in a Philips automated vertical scanning powder diffractometer. The spectra were

obtained from 20 to 80 2θ degrees.

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were performed with a

PHI 5700 spectrometer equipped with dual Mg X-ray source and a monochromated

Al X-ray source. The energy scales were referenced to the C 1s singlet (285.0 eV).

Transmission Electron microscopy (TEM) samples were prepared by spray-

ing ultra-fine powders on lacey carbon copper grids without the use of solvents in

order to minimize carbon contamination. TEM was performed in a JEOL Jem-2010

F microscope equipped with a Schottky-type field emission gun, ultra-high reso-

lution pole piece (Cs= 0.5 mm), and a Scanning-Transmission (STEM) unit with

a high angle annular dark-field detector (HAADF) operating at 200 kV. An Ox-

ford spectrometer, attached to the Jem-2010F was used for energy dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy (EDS).

Electron energy loss spectra (EELS) were recorded with a Gatan Enfina

spectrometer. EEL spectra were taken in the STEM mode with a 0.3 nm probe at a

convergence semi-angle of about 12-15 mrad. Low loss spectra were taken with a 1

mm spectrometer aperture (40 mrad collection angle), sulfur core loss spectra were

taken with a 3 mm aperture (120 mrad collection angle). The spectra resolution

was between 1.2 and 1.4 eV.

The data were processed with the GATAN Digital Micrograph R©program

[45]. The background in the core loss region was fitted to a power-law model and

subtracted from the corresponding spectra. The pre-edge fitting windows (δ) for

background subtraction were chosen to contain more than 10 channels but less than

30% Ek, where Ek is the energy of the edge [117]. For the conditions used in the

collection of spectra and the sulfur edge, the values of δ were in the 5-50 eV range.

The plural scattering was removed by the Fourier-ratio deconvolution method, using

Digital Micrograph [45].
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Figure 4.1: A) SEM image of as synthesized molybdenum trioxide nanoribbons. B)
SEM image of the sulfidized nanoribbons.

Focal-Thickness series were generated with the MacTempas R©[58] and Sim-

ulaTEM programs to compare with the experimental high-resolution electron mi-

croscopy (HREM) images. The parameters used were those corresponding to the

Jem 2010-F, i.e., Cs = 0.5 mm, accelerating voltage = 200 kV.

4.2 Results and Discussion

As previously mentioned, it has been demonstrated that the properties of molyb-

denum sulfide strongly depend on the morphology and crystallographic orientation

of the particles [54]. A series of complementary techniques were applied to provide

a full characterization of the nanostructured molybdenum sulfide (Ns) prepared

by sulfidization of molybdite (α-MoO3) nanoribbons. The structure and chemical

composition of the Ns samples were compared to those of two other known forms

of molybdenum sulfides; one of them was a commercially available well-crystallized

molybdenite sample (std) and the other one a poorly crystalline molybdenum sulfide

prepared by thermal decomposition of ammonium thiomolybdate (pc).
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Figure 4.2: A) SEM image of the sulfidation product showing the rod-like particles
with spikes growing off the rods surface. B) Higher magnification of A). C) BF-
STEM image taken in a high resolution SEM-FEG, 20-30 nm long spike are easily
observed.

4.2.1 Morphology (Oxide Nanoribbons vs. Sulfidized sample)

Ns samples were prepared by thermal treatment of molybdenum oxide nanoribbons

in a strong sulfo-reducing atmosphere. The oxide nanocrystals were prepared via a

hydrothermal method.

Previously to sulfidization, the oxide crystallites had smooth surfaces and a

well-defined rectangular cross section (Figure 4.1A). These particles were about 5 µm

long and 150 nm wide as determined from the SEM images. After the reaction, the

resulting material consisted of elongated rod-like particles with very rough surfaces

(Figure 4.1B). At higher magnification, it was observed that the roughness was due

to spike-shaped particles growing perpendicularly to the long-axis (Figure 4.2); by

STEM it was possible to observe that these spikes grow only within 10 to 30 nm

from the surface (Figure 4.2 C).

The reference samples, std and pc present morphologies that are much differ-

ent than the Ns sulfide. The std sample has the typical smooth surfaces of a cleaved

crystal (Figure 4.3 A). At higher magnification (Figure 4.3 A inset), it is possible

to observe the stacking of layers characteristic of crystalline molybdenum sulfide.

In contrast, the pc particles have irregular somewhat granular shapes (Figure

4.3 C), and in some cases, little platelets are observed to grow perpendicular to the
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Figure 4.3: A) SEM image of a commercial molybdenite (std) sample. The layered
structure characteristic of this material is clearly observed in the inset. B) SEM
image of a poorly crystalline sulfide used in the comparative analysis. Inset: Higher
magnification of one of the irregularly shaped pc particles.

granule surface.

4.2.2 Crystal Structure

XRD was used to investigate whether the sulfidization reaction produced any crys-

talline form of molybdenum sulfide that could be associated with the change in

morphology observed by SEM.

Preliminarily, the two reference samples were analyzed; the corresponding

diffraction patterns are presented in figure 4.4. The std sample showed very sharp

diffraction maxima, all of them were indexed according to the MoS2-2H polytype

(Molybdenite-2H, JCPDS 65-0160 card). This sample presents a preferred orienta-

tion, as can be observed from the prominent (0006) peak.

The pc sample presented broad peaks, which confirm the lack of long-range

order in this material. The pattern shown in figure 4.4 is in good agreement with

what has been reported in the literature as the rag structure of molybdenum sulfide

[28]. Distorted and often folded MoS2 layers characterize the rag structure of this

form of poorly crystalline sulfide the rag structure leads to low stacking and thus the
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Figure 4.4: XRD patterns of three different molybdenum sulfides (std, pc and Ns).
The indexed reflections correspond to the MoS2-2H polytype.

(0006) peak is expected to be small; but as the 2H stacking sequence is retained, the

(101̄3) reflection should be also present. Both features are observed in the pattern

corresponding to pc.

The corresponding XRD pattern for sample Ns is also presented in figure 4.4

two sets of maxima were observed, a set of sharp peaks marked with asterisks and a

second series of broad peaks. The marked peaks correspond to MoO2 (Tugarinovite,

JCPDS 78-1073), and indicate that the oxygen-by-sulfur replacement is not complete

at the time-temperature combination tested here in spite of the sulfur excess.

The set of broad peaks may be indexed as pertaining to the 2H polytype

of molybdenum sulfide. The absence of the (0006) peak in sample Ns may be an

indication of very low stacking along the c axis.

Additionally, in the Ns sample the intensity of the (112̄0) reflection to the
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(101̄3) is 2.26, which is about ten times larger than the value observed in a randomly

oriented powder sample where such intensity ratio is about 0.22 (JCPDS 65-0160).

However, from the XRD data the presence of a poorly crystalline form of

sulfide in the Ns sample cannot be completely ruled out; hence additional charac-

terization techniques should be applied to determine the nature of the sulfide phase

formed by the treatment of molybdite nanoribbons in a strong sulfiding atmosphere.

4.2.3 TEM and EDS analysis

The three sulfides were further analyzed by transmission electron microscopy. In all

cases, the morphology observed was quite different. Figure 4.5A presents a TEM

image of sample std wherethe typical layered structure of 2H-molybdenum disulfide

imaged along [0001] can be observed.

The EDS data of the layers showed an S/Mo ratio of 2.04, which is very close

to the stoichiometric value. Occasionally, there were detected small concentrations

of oxygen, indicating that the sample is susceptible to oxidation.

In a different way, sample pc (Figure 4.5B) consisted of irregularly shaped

particles. HREM images revealed the presence of very small, randomly scattered

crystalline domains. The elemental composition analysis indicated an S/Mo ratio

of 1.85 in this sample; additionally this sample showed concentrations of oxygen

between 3-15 at% in most of the areas analyzed.

Sample Ns was mainly constituted of rod-like particles (Figure 4.5C) about

250-300 nm wide as already observed by SEM. In agreement with the SEM observa-

tions, the spike-like particles (Figure 4.5C, D) growing off the rods were observed.

EDS analyses taken over entire rods such as the one observed in figure 4.5C, showed

consistently the presence of O together with S and Mo (Figure 4.6). In a different

way, when the probe was restricted to the spikes, the O concentration was much

smaller. The S/Mo ratio measured at the spikes ranged between 2.2 and 2.5, show-
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Figure 4.5: Transmission electron microscopy images. A) The characteristic layered
structure of molybdenite is clearly shown (sample std). B) Irregularly shaped par-
ticles with occasional crystalline domains characterize the pc sample; this kind of
morphology has been called in the literature rag structure. C) A rod, characteris-
tic of Ns sample is shown. D) A higher magnification image shows the crystalline
nanoplatelets that grow all over the rods surface.

ing the existence of small sulfur enrichment at the ends of the crystals (Figure 4.6).

Electron diffraction patterns taken from the rods showed the presence of two

phases as indicated by the appearance of a set of spots and a set of rings (Figure

4.7). The spots have been indexed as monoclinic MoO2 while the rings correspond to

MoS2-2H. By performing conventional dark-field imaging (DF) of the rod particles

the MoS2-like phase was observed to grow from the surface of a MoO2 matrix (Figure

4.7B).

This heterogeneous sulfidization can be explained to be due to a different

reactivity along crystallographic directions in α-MoO3 [68]. It has been reported in
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Figure 4.6: Elemental composition of the sulfidized nanoribbons.

the literature [34, 68, 22] that MoO3 nanobelts and nanoribbons grow preferentially

along the [001] direction, which is the most reactive. Therefore, one would expect

that the reduction-sulfidization would be more effective along this direction, whilst

in between the layers, [010] direction, mainly hydrogen will diffuse allowing reduction

to occur forming MoO2.

4.2.4 X-ray Photoelectron spectroscopy

Survey scans of the two references and the Ns samples were taken in order to identify

the elements present in the sample. The three samples showed peaks corresponding

to O1s,C1s,Mo3d and S2p signals (Figure 4.8), which is in good agreement with

the EDS data.

High-resolution scans (Figure 4.9) were taken in the Mo3d and S2p regions

in order to study the oxidation states of these elements present in the samples under

study.

Figure 4.9A shows the Mo3d spectra of the three samples. In each case, there
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Figure 4.7: A) Electron diffraction pattern of one of the elongated particles, the spots
are indexed as molybdenum dioxide, as indicated by a subindex o, and superimposed
there can be seen the rings of the sulfide. B) DF image corresponding to the first
sulfide ring, the sulfide spikes show a bright contrast, opposite to the oxide core.

were observed three peak envelopes, the peak at about 226-227 eV corresponds to

the S2s while the peaks at ∼230 eV and ∼233 eV are consistent with Mo3d. In

samples Ns and std, the intensity ratios of the 230 eV peak to the 233 eV peak

is about the same (1.5), unlike the intensity ratio measured in sample pc, which

is about 1. Additionally, the peak at 233 eV in sample pc presents a larger full

width half maximum (FWHM), suggesting the presence of more than one doublet

and consequently more than one oxidation state.

Figure 4.9B, shows that the three samples present an S2p doublet around

162 eV. Sample pc has an additional peak at higher binding energy indicating the

presence of a more oxidized sulfur species.

From the results discussed until now, it is evident that the sulfide phase in

sample Ns is more similar to the regular molybdenite (std) than to the poorly

crystalline sulfide since the pc sulfide presented additional chemical species not

contained in Ns and std. Further analysis of the sulfur and molybdenum species
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Figure 4.8: XPS survey scans of three molybdenum sulfide samples.

was done by deconvolution of the XPS peaks. The binding energies determined by

fitting the peaks to Gaussian curves are presented in table 4.1.

The deconvolved Mo peaks are presented in figure 4.10. In the three samples,

the S2s peak was located around 226-227 eV.

Figure 4.10 A shows the fitted peaks for sample std. The presence of two

doublets at 229.9-233.0 eV and 232.9-236.1 eV can be associated with Mo+4 and

Mo+6, respectively [10, 15].

Sample Ns (figure 4.10B) shows only one Mo3d doublet at 229.7-232.9 eV,

which is consistent with an oxidation state of +4 [10, 15]. This indicates that the

Mo in the Ns sample should be in trigonal prismatic coordination [48] as opposed

to two different coordination environments that are likely present in the std sample

due to a slight sample oxidation.
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Figure 4.9: XPS of the three sulfides under analysis. A) Spectra of theS2p level. B)
Spectra corresponding to the Mo3d level.

The S2p peaks (table 4.1, figure 4.11) were broken down into two doublets

for samples std and pc and into one doublet for sample Ns. The S doublet at 162.8-

164.0 eV in sample std and at 162.5-163.8 eV in sample Ns corresponds to S−2.

The additional doublet at higher binding energy (169.9-169.9 eV) is consistent with

an oxidation state of +6, indicating a probable presence of sulfate species in this

sample.

It should be noticed that even though some oxygen could be observed in the

survey scan, the S2p peaks of the Ns sample did not show any shift that indicated

the presence of other species such as sulfates or oxysulfides [10]. Moreover, the

intensity of the O1s peak is smaller in sample Ns than in the other two samples

where oxidized sulfur was found. Therefore, the appearance of an oxygen peak

in sample Ns is more likely to be associated to hydroxyl groups from water or to

elemental oxygen adsorbed on the surface. Hence, in agreement with the EDS and

XRD data, we can assume that the oxygen is restricted to a MoO2 core and the

external layer is comprised of a uniform sulfide layer with the Mo being in a single

oxidation state of +4 and the sulfur as S−2 exclusively.
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Table 4.1: S2p, S2s, Mo3d and O1s binding energies of the nanostructured molyb-
denum sulfide and the two reference samples, determined from deconvolution of the
XPS data. FWHM values are shown in parentheses.

Peak Std Pc Ns

S 2p3/2−1/2 162.8-164.0 162.1-163.3 162.5-163.8

(0.9) (0.8) (0.7) (0.7) (0.9) (0.9)
169.9-169.9 168.7-169.9
(0.8) (0.9) (1.1) (1.3)

S 2s 227.1 226.2 226.9

Mo 3d5/2−3/2 229.9-233.0 229.1-232.3 229.7-232.9

(0.8) (1.1) (1.2) (1.2) (1.0) (1.0)
231.9-234.7
(1.2) (1.2)

232.9-236.1 233.2-236.2
(0.9) (1.6) (1.2) (1.2)

O 1s 532.4 531.9 532.5
(1.7) (1.3) (2.0)

4.2.5 High Resolution TEM (HREM) and HAADF imaging

The chemical analyses, XPS and EDS, and the XRD indicated that the material

synthesized, sample Ns, contains two crystalline phases, i.e. molybdenum dioxide

and molybdenum disulfide. The oxide is located at the core of the rod-shaped

particles and the surface is covered with the sulfide, which shows a preferential

growth as indicated by a very prominent (112̄0) diffraction peak.

A more detailed characterization of the sulfide layer was needed in order to

identify the structural features that could be associated to the catalytic properties

of this material.

The Ns sample was then analyzed by HREM, electron diffraction and HAADF.

Electron diffraction and DF imaging had demonstrated that the synthesized mate-

rial consisted, in general, of a uniform collection of sulfide spikes growing off a MoO2

rod [21].
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Figure 4.10: Deconvolution of the XPS Mo3d peaks for samples std (A) and Ns (B).
The continuous line corresponds to the experimental curve, the dotted line to the
S2s peak, the dashed line to Mo+4 and the dash-dotted lined to the Mo+6. The
deconvolved peaks are shown offset the experimental curve for clarity.

Figure 4.11: S2p peaks of std sample (A) and Ns sample (B). Sample std pre-
sented two sulfur doublets whilst the Ns is well fitted with only one doublet. The
deconvolved peaks are shown offset the experimental curve for clarity.

HAADF images of the sulfide phase showed that there are two different

kinds of sulfide terminations. In some areas, very thin sheets with a weak contrast

in HAADF are observed (figure 4.12A). HREM images of these layers indicated

that they correspond to MoS2 basal planes (figure 4.12A inset). More often, crystal

terminations with a brighter contrast in HAADF were observed (Figure 4.12B).

These terminations were found even in particles where the oxide core was almost

entirely converted to sulfide (figure 4.13A).

High-resolution images of the crystal terminations showed that the spikes
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Figure 4.12: A) HAADF image of one of the rod like particles with multiple layers
growing off. Inset: HREM image of one of the sheets showing the hexagonal array
of (000l) planes. B) HAADF of the nanoplatelets, the contrast is much stronger
that the one of the hexagonal layers.

observed in SEM and TEM are molybdenum sulfide platelets (figure 4.13B).

The interplanar distances measured from an enlarged section of 4.13B (figure

4.13C) and its fast Fourier transform (FFT) (figure 4.13D) corresponded to reported

values for molybdenite-2H. The FFT of this area indicated that the platelets were

imaged with the beam along [112̄0]. The experimental image (figure 4.13C) showed

a very good agreement with a calculated image of a 4.3 nm thick molybdenite crystal

oriented along [112̄0] at a -55.5 nm defocus (figure 4.13E). The FFT of the simulated

image is presented in the inset; the array of spots and distances in the experimental

and calculated FFT are also in good agreement. The presence of the sulfide phase

in the form of platelets all oriented along [112̄0] is consistent with the prominent

[112̄0] peak observed in XRD.

Occasionally, needle-like particles growing from the platelets were observed.

These structures also showed a strong bright contrast when imaged in HAADF

(figure4.14A). Figure 4.14B shows a pair of those needle-like particles, 0.6-0.8 nm

wide; the longest particle in this image is 8 nm long. An atom-resolved image of the

base of one of the needles revealed a hexagonal contrast with an interplanar distance
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Figure 4.13: TEM image of the nanostructured molybdenum sulfide showing multi-
ple platelet terminations. B) HREM image of one of the platelet terminations. C)
Enlarged unprocessed section taken from B) to compare with the simulated image.
D) Fast Fourier transform of B). E) Simulated HREM image (t= 4.3 nm, defocus=
-55.5 nm). The indexed Fourier Transform of the simulated image is shown in the
inset.

of 0.27 nm (figure 4.14C).

The indexed FFT is presented in figure 4.14D, the reflections found indicate

that the image was taken with the beam along [101̄0]. It must be noticed that this

orientation is different from that of the platelets imaged in figure 4.14. The simulated

diffraction pattern of an infinite molybdenite crystal shown in figure 4.14E presents

the same array of spots, except that in the experimental FFT only the (0002) spot

is observed. The absence of higher order (000l) spots may be due to the small

dimensions of the crystal and the lack of long-range stacking along the c-axis.

Even though the stacking in these needle-like particles was found to be similar

to the MoS2-2H polytype, they present a S/Mo ratio larger than 2, it is of great

importance to keep this factor in mind since it has been found that the catalytic

properties are strongly related to this parameter [116].

In order to accommodate the excess sulfur, two possible models were pro-

posed. They were built from single MoS2 slabs enclosed by a (101̄0) plane on one

side and a (101̄0) on the other side, and fully coordinated Mo at the edges with

enough sulfur to agree with the concentration measured by EDS. Full coordination
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Figure 4.14: A) HAADF image showing a needle-like particle with a particularly
bright contrast. B) HREM of the same area shown in A). C) An atom resolved image
of the lower part of one of the nanowries, it shows the hexagonal array presented
along the body of the nanowire. D) Indexed Fourier transform of B). E) Simulated
diffraction pattern of an infinite molybdenum disulfide crystal with the beam along
[101̄0].

at the edges can be accomplished by (S2)
2− [21].

Theoretical calculations of triangular MoS2 clusters enclosed by (101̄0) and

(1̄010) indicate that only three degrees of sulfur saturation are energetically fa-

vorable. Those are 0, 50 and 100% coverage[90, 96], and correspond to 0, 1 or 2

additional sulfur atoms bonded to the Mo at the edges.

The sulfur saturation levels that better fit the experimental data are repre-

sented in figures 4.15A and 4.16A. These correspond to 50% coverage on one edge

and 100% coverage on the other; these coverages result in two possible edge combi-
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Figure 4.15: A) Side and top view of the model presenting 100% of sulfur coverage
on the Mo − edge and 50% on the sulfur edge. The location of the disulfide is
indicated by an arrow (Blue spheres represent Mo atoms and yellow ones represent
S). B) HREM simulated image at Scherzer defocus. C) HREM simulated image at
a defocus value of -15.4 nm, the contrast shown at this defocus corresponds more
closely to the observed experimentally.

nations. Figure 4.15A shows top and side views of the model with 100% coverage

on the (101̄0) plane (Mo − edge) and 50% on the (1̄010) plane or S − edge. In this

mode, the formation of S2 dimers at the Mo − edge is evident.

Figure 4.16A corresponds to 100% sulfur coverage on the S − edge and 50%

coverage on the Mo− edge. Even though S2 dimers are not easily seen in the 100%

saturated S − edge, it has been reported its formation and a slight pairing of them

after cluster relaxations [96].

Figures 4.15B and 4.16B, depict the calculated HREM images of the corre-

sponding clusters. They were calculated using the multislice method in the Simu-

laTEM program. Two focal conditions are presented in these images, the left hand

side images correspond to the Scherzer defocus (-34.5nm) for the jem-2010 F; the
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Figure 4.16: A) Side and top view of the model presenting 50% coverage on the
Mo−edge and 100% on the sulfur edge (Blue spheres represent Mo atoms and yellow
ones represent S). B) HREM simulated image at Scherzer defocus (-34.5 nm), the
hexagonal array is clearly observed. C) HREM simulated image at a defocus value
of -15.4 nm, the contrast shown at this defocus corresponds to the experimental
image.

right hand side images correspond to a defocus value of -15.4 nm, that exactly

matches the experimental observations (figure 4.14C).

Goodenough predicted the formation of (S2)
2− dimers at the edges of MoS2

layers, as they would complete the anion coordination [48]. Moreover, he pointed

out the possibility of these anions to form hydrated species, a mechanism that would

be of great importance in the catalytic properties of MoS2 in hydrotreating of heavy

hydrocarbons.

More recently, it has been demonstrated the formation of metallic edge states

in MoS2 nanoclusters also decorated with sulfur dimers at the edges [50, 13]. There-

fore, it is reasonable to suggest that the molybdenum sulfide nanoplatelets present in

sample Ns may have an electronic structure different from the std sulfide. The dis-
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torted electronic structure and slight geometric variations may cause dechanneling

at the platelets and consequently a brighter contrast in the HAADF images.

Moreover, the metallic edge states may be associated to the ability of MoS2

to decompose refractory aromatic molecules as thiophene. Electron transference

from the catalyst to the LUMO of thiophene would result in a dissociation of the

C-S bond since the LUMO is C-S antibonding [94].

4.2.6 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

The structural characterization showed that the sulfide phase in the Ns sample

consists of nanoplatelets and occasionally needles of molybdenum disulfide with a

stacking sequence similar to the 2H polytype decorated with additional sulfur atoms

at the edges; the excess sulfur often resulting in the formation of S2 dimers. In an

attempt to study in more detail the geometric and electronic modifications that

may be introduced by the dimers, EELS analyses on the nanoplatelets and needle-

containing nanoplatelets were performed. The EEL spectra were taken in the STEM

mode in order to have the highest possible spatial resolution.

Two energy ranges, the low-loss region (0-50 eV) and the sulfur core loss

(155-550 eV) were studied (figures 4.17, 4.18). The relative thicknesses (table 4.2)

were determined from the low-loss spectra in order to determine whether plural

scattering had to be removed.

Figure 4.17shows the corresponding processed spectra for the std (A) and Ns

(B) sulfides.

The positions of the peaks in the 150-550 eV range are summarized in table

4.2. The S and C edges and small Mo−M lines are clearly observed. The C −edge

was used as a reference for the energy scale.

It must be noticed that no O edge was observed in any of the std or Ns

samples. This suggests, in the case of the std sample, that the oxidized S species
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Table 4.2: Relative thickness of three molybdenum sulfides calculated from the low
loss region of the EELS. Plasmon and edge energies of three different sulfides. EEL
spectra of samples Std and Ns are shown in figures 4.17 and 4.18.

Std Pc Ns

Relative Thickness 0.90 0.61 0.44
S(L23) 162.9 159.7 162.6

a 175.2 (4.21) 169.9 a 175.5 (1.94)
186.3 (shoulder) 184.7 189.7 (shoulder)
b 190.3 (3.94) 201.7 b193.4 (1.96)

S(L1), Mo(M45) 226.1 (2.57) 231.1 226.4 (1.77)
266.4 266.8

386
Mo(M3) 395.8 391.3 395.8
Mo(M2) 414.6 407.0
Plasmon (I) 8.2 8.1 8.5
Plasmon (II) 23.0 (4) 22.9 23.6 (7)

observed in XPS may be associated to small concentration of sulfates present as

contaminants of the sample. For the Ns sample, the possibility of formation of

oxysulfides can be discarded, which is congruent with the dark-field images that

show the oxide phase is present in the core of the rods only.

The position of the MoM3 peak was identical in both samples; the position

of the M45 edge could not be exactly determined since it overlaps with the SL1 edge;

nevertheless the positions of such peaks are the same for std than for Ns samples.

The S edge in std and Ns samples is located around 162-163 eV, which

is in very good agreement with the XPS data and represents a small shift of the

elemental S peak, which is located at 165 eV. This negative shift is due to an increase

in negative charge around the S2− ions.

Even though the position of SL23 edge was the same for both std and Ns sam-

ples, small intensity differences in the post-edge oscillations were observed. These

oscillations located just above the edge onset (within 30 eV) constitute the energy-
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Figure 4.17: Core loss spectra after background subtraction and plural scattering
removal. A) std sample, B) Ns sample. The insets show a detail of the ELNES for
the corresponding samples.

loss near-edge fine structure (ELNES) [38, 56]. The ELNES depends on the local

chemical environment of the atom that is being probed, i.e. these oscillations de-

pend on the coordination, valence and bonding state of the ionized atom. These

differences are observed in the peaks marked as a and b in figure 4.17.

The band a is separated from the SL23 edge by about 12 eV in sample Ns,

this band is broader than in the std sample. Band b is separated from a by 15 eV

in sample std and by 18 eV in sample Ns as calculated from the data in table 4.2.

Additional to the difference in the position of band b, the relative intensities of both

of the subsidiary peaks (a, b) with respect to the SL23 edge differ in samples std and

Ns. The values of the relative intensities are reported in parentheses in table 4.2.

Such differences in the ELNES suggest small local distortions in the S environment

in sample Ns with respect to the standard. Even though the overall structure

is Molybdenite-like, as indicated by diffraction, HREM and XPS, variations in the

ELNES may be associated with, for example, sulfur dimers present in concentrations
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Figure 4.18: Low loss spectra (raw data) of A) std sample and B) Ns sample .

too small to be detected by XPS.

The low loss region of the EELS (0-40 eV) was also analyzed (figure 4.18).

It was possible to observe two broad peaks in both samples (Std and Ns). The

strongest peak was observed at 23.9 eV for std (figure 4.18A) and at 23.6 eV for Ns

(figure 4.18B). A more detailed analysis of the spectra shown in figure 4.18, revealed

the position of a second broad maximum at 8.1 eV for std and at 8.5 eV for Ns.

Previous theoretical and experimental works [25, 26, 110] have discussed the

nature of this low energy peaks. Cohen et al.,[26] have provided evidence of the

plasmonic nature of all the low energy lines that have been previously associated

with interband transitions.

Furthermore, the presence of two plasmonic modes has been observed in

layered crystals, such as graphite [105]. They have been associated with the high

anisotropy of the crystal and the separation of the valence electrons into two bands

(π, σ) [105, 110]. Sobolev et al.,[110], in a study of a series of layered chalcogenides,

observed the appearance of two plasmons (type I and type II) and concluded that

this is a common feature of layered compounds.
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Thus, one can attribute the two observed low-loss peaks to plasmon oscilla-

tions; for both samples, these values are in good agreement with the literature values

[26, 110]. Although both samples presented the two plasmons at the same energies,

the relative intensities between the plasmons were different in each case. The inten-

sity ratio, for the std sulfide is about 4 whilst for the Ns platelet terminations it was

about 7. This damping of the long wavelength plasmon can be due to a reduced

mean free path of the conduction electrons resulting from the low dimensionality of

these particles [76]. The asymmetry of the main plasmon peak in the Ns sample can

also be explained in terms of a high surface contribution due to the small particle

size [26].

4.3 Conclusion

We have shown that the sulfidization of anisotropic molybdenum oxide nanocrys-

tals in a strong sulfidizing atmosphere produces a nanostructured form of sulfide

supported by a molybdenum oxide core. From our results, it can be concluded that

the sulfidization and reduction reactions are competitive processes and that once

the molybdenum dioxide has been formed, the sulfidation process stops, i.e., the

oxygen-by-sulfur replacement occurs only in fully oxidized molybdenum ions even

at a high sulfur concentration.

It was also shown that the existence of crystalline sulfide nanoplatelets with

a 2H stacking sequence. These nanoplatelets present the same orientation, leading

to a highly textured material with a high amount of (112̄0) planes exposed on the

surface and very few basal planes being present.

Spectroscopic techniques provided evidence that the Ns sulfide does not cor-

respond to poorly crystalline MoS2 (rag structure) neither in structure nor in the

kind of chemical species present in the sample. Sample Ns contained S and Mo in

one oxidation state, in agreement with the expected values for MoS2. EELS analysis
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show a different fine structure for the S edge in Ns respect to the std sample. This

may be associated to the presence of sulfur dimers as proposed in the models.

Finally, it must be mentioned that this textured nanocrystalline sulfide showed

better selectivity than merely highly dispersed molybdenum sulfide, however the ac-

tivity of this material did not show improvement. This fact suggests that the basal

planes, absent in the Ns sample, may not be completely inert as suggested in the

past [95].
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Chapter 5

Catalytic Properties of

Nanostructured Molybdenum

Sulfides and Oxides

Molybdenum and other transition metal sulphides (TMS) hydrotreating catalysts

were developed early in the 20th century [36, 101] and soon became extensively

used in refineries worldwide since they present activity towards hydrogenation and

sulphur removal. Their tolerance to sulphur represented a great advantage over

noble metal catalysts, which are easily poisoned by even small amounts of sulphur.

The need for developing better fuels and as a consequence better hydrodesul-

phurization catalysts (HDS) is based on three main facts: i) the more stringent reg-

ulations that, starting in 2006, will require maximum sulphur levels of 15 ppmw in

diesel, 30 ppmw in gasoline and 3000 in jet fuel [3]. ii) The increase of about 56 %

on world petroleum consumption and iii) The higher sulphur content in increasingly

heavier feeds [101, 2].

Additionally, as newer environmentally friendly technologies for energy pro-

duction are being developed, the demand for cleaner fuels will be increased. Recent
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studies in fuel cells explore the possibility of using hydrocarbons as fuels so that

current technology can still be used in the production of combustibles [100]. Be-

sides, hydrocarbons have the advantage of having a higher power density than fuels

such as alcohols. However, hydrocarbon need to undergo a reformation in order to

be used in fuel cells; this step may include the use of precious metal catalysts. Since

the reforming catalysts as well as the anode catalysts are very easily poisoned by

the presence of sulphur, the sulphur should be brought to levels even more strin-

gent than that required to comply with the EPA Tier II regulations; therefore HDS

catalyst are required to be even more effective.

Even though a lot of research has been focused on developing this kind of

catalyst, including the location and architecture of active sites, the reaction path-

ways, selectivity and synthesis methods to maximize the number of active sites,

there are still many aspects that need to be understood [49, 24, 86, 97]. A common

approach towards the maximization of number of active sties is decreasing the parti-

cle size. In the particular case of nanosized TMS particles, there have been reported

fullerene-like particles and nanotubes that present excellent lubrication properties

[89, 107, 108]. More recently, Olivas et al., reported the simultaneous formation of

niquel sulfide nanoparticles and nanorods of a WOx core surrounded by a WS2 thin

shell [80].

Applying novel characterization techniques such as scanning tunneling mi-

croscopy (STM) and high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) to the study of cat-

alysts [50, 13, 62] has made significant advances in the understanding of location

of active sites and possible reaction mechanisms [111]. Particularly, STM studies

have confirmed that distinctive one-dimensional metallic states exist at the edges of

small MoS2 clusters [13] meaning that when the particle size is restricted to a few

nanometers, the electronic structure is distorted and different to the one in the bulk

material. Moreover, a recent work has reported a correlation between HDS activity
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and the presence of one-dimensional TMS structures in commercial catalysts [84].

The present chapter discuses the catalytic properties of Mo-sulfide structures

present in nanometric sizes with very low stacking. A comprehensive characteri-

zation of the pseudo-one-dimensional structures formed by ex situ sulfidization of

Mo-oxide nanoribbons used in this study is presented in the previous chapter. Ad-

ditionally, the catalytic performance of Mo-oxide sulfidized in situ during the HDS

reaction was evaluated.

The catalysts were prepared by sulfidization of molybdenum oxide nanorib-

bons. The sulfidization of molybdenum oxides at high temperatures is known to

produce fullerene-like species [42, 67]. In an analogous way, it has been reported

that the reaction between MoO3 nanobelts at high temperatures in the presence of

elemental S produces fullerene-like structures [67]. Therefore, a different set of con-

ditions to avoid the closure of the structure was tried. This was very desirable since

the closed-cage structures would have only basal planes exposed to the reactants

in the catalytic activity tests and they are well known not to be active for HDS

reactions [54, 95].

It has also been proved that the sulfidization conditions affect the final mor-

phology of the product [62, 96], i.e., the stacking and the edge termination can

be varied with the synthesis conditions. Therefore, the catalytic behavior changes

since it strongly depends on the type of surfaces present in the material [17, 18].

The conditions tested here were found to favor the growth of a one-dimensional

molybdenum sulfide phase without evidence of fullerene-like structures.

5.1 Experimental

Self-standing films of α-MoO3 nanoribbons were prepared by a hydrothermal pro-

cess. The procedure consisted in adding drop wise a 4 M solution of HCl to a

saturated solution of sodium molybdate. The mixture was placed in a Teflon-lined
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autoclave and left at 423 K for either 6h or 24 h [22]. Once the reaction time was

completed, the product was filtered and dried. A set of graphite containing samples

was also prepared. It has been proposed that carbon can play different roles; it can

produce active carbide species [11, 34] or it can be used as a carrier permitting the

dispersion of the active phase [31]. In the experiments described here, the objective

of the graphite is promoting the dispersion of the oxide nanocrystals. These samples

were prepared by adding 1, 5 or 20 wt % of graphite flakes to the mixture before

the hydrothermal reaction.

Film sections were reacted with a stream of H2S gas mixed with one of

forming gas (90 % Inert gas/ 10 % H2) in a 9:1 volume ratio at 723 K for 1 hr

in order to produce the corresponding sulfide. The unreacted excess of H2S was

neutralized with a saturated solution of NaOH.

The resulting sulfides and oxides were placed on carbon tape and coated with

Au-Pd. Their morphology was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in a

Hitachi S-4500 field emission SEM operating at 5 kV and a LEO 1530 field emission

SEM (3nm resolution) operating at 10 kV.

For crystal-structure identification, a Philips automated vertical scanning

powder diffractometer was used. The spectra were obtained from 10 to 60 2θ de-

grees. Transmission Electron microscopy (TEM), energy dispersive X-ray spec-

troscopy (EDS) and high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) were applied to deter-

mine the subnanometer structure, chemical composition, and homogeneity of the

sulfides and oxides before and after the catalytic testing. For TEM analysis, the

samples were sonicated in isopropanol and deposited on lacey carbon on copper

grids. TEM analysis was carried out in a JEOL 2010 F microscope equipped with

a Schottky-type field emission gun, ultra-high resolution pole piece (Cs= 0.5 mm),

and a Scanning-Transmission (STEM) unit with a high angle annular dark field

detector (HAADF) operating at 200 kV. An Oxford spectrometer, attached to the
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2010F was used for EDS analysis.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were performed with a PHI

5700 spectrometer equipped with dual Mg X-ray source and a monochromated Al

X-ray source. The energy scales were referenced to the C 1s singlet (285.0 eV).

The BET specific surface areas were determined with a Nova 1000 series

from Quantachrome by nitrogen adsorption at 77 K. Samples were degassed under

vacuum at 523 K before nitrogen adsorption.

Reference catalysts were prepared by decomposition of ammonium thiomolyb-

date (ATM). One of them was sulfided ex situ in a tubular reactor with 15 % volume

H2S/H2 flow at 673 K for 4 hours (heat rate 4 K/min) prior to catalytic testing;

the other one was left to be sulfided in situ during the reaction. The decomposition

of ATM precursor is a well-know reaction that occurs very fast, generating MoS2,

NH3 and H2S [85, 5, 6].

The HDS of dibenzothiophene (DBT) has been studied as a model reaction

of HDS of petroleum feedstock. The HDS testing was carried out in a Parr Model

4520 high-pressure batch reactor. The catalyst was placed in the reactor (ex situ

catalysts (1.0 g) or in situ catalysts, the appropriate amount of ATM to yield 1 g

of MoS2) along with the reaction mixture (5% volume of DBT in decaline), then

pressurized to 3.4 MPa with hydrogen and heated to 623 K at a 10 K/min rate under

constant agitation (600 rpm). When the working temperature was reached, sampling

for chromatographic analysis was performed to determine conversion versus time

dependence; the reaction was run for 5 to 7 hours. Reaction products were analyzed

with an AutoSystem XL gas chromatograph Perkin Elmer Instruments with a 9 ft

large, 1/8-inch diameter packed column-containing OV-17 as the separating phase.

The HDS reaction was run in duplicate for each sample.
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Figure 5.1: XRD patterns of A) Molybdenum Oxide and B) Molybdenum Sulfides.
a. Oxide with 1% graphite before HDS reaction. b. Oxide post mortem. c. Oxide
with 1% graphite, post mortem. d. Oxide with 5% graphite after catalytic testing.
e. Sulfide with 1% graphite before HDS. f. Sulfide with 1% graphite after HDS. g.
Sulfide with 5% graphite after HDS reaction.

5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 Morphology, Surface composition and Crystal Structure

All the samples were analyzed before and after the catalytic testing. Prior to the

HDS reaction, the oxide samples were arrays of nanoribbons; for a more complete

description consult chapter 3. The presence of 1 to 5% graphite does not interfere

with the crystallization of α-MoO3 but prevents the formation of large arrays; the

XRD spectra in figure 5.1 A-a shows the peaks corresponding to α-MO3 as well as a

small graphite peak at 26.5o. However, when the amount of graphite was increased

to 20%, the yield of molybdenum oxide crystals diminished noticeably. Therefore,

only the samples prepared with 1 and 5% graphite were used for catalytic testing.

As has been described in previous chapters, the thermal treatment of molyb-

denum oxide nanoribbons in a strongly sulfidizing atmosphere yielded rod-shaped

molybdenum dioxide particles with a collection of sulfide platelets growing off the

surface. The presence of graphite did not affect the sulfidization reaction, therefore,

molybdenum dioxide, molybdenum disulfide and graphite were observed in the XRD
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Figure 5.2: Surface elemental composition of post mortem specimens determined by
XPS.

patterns (figure 5.1 B-e).

After the catalytic testing, the crystal structure, elemental composition and

morphology of the samples were reanalyzed.

The surface composition was determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS). Figure 5.2 shows the elemental composition of the oxide and sulfide samples

after the catalytic reaction. It was observed that the oxide samples contained 12

to 20% sulfur, which may indicate a partial sulfidization of these samples. It was

also observed that the 5% carbon sample contained the least amount of sulfur and

the maximum amount of carbon. From this observation it can be assumed that this

sample has more affinity for hydrocarbon adsorption.

The sulfide samples presented a very small variation in the sulfur concen-

tration (25-27%).The carbon concentration increased accordingly with the initial

amount of graphite added to the sample. In all the samples, oxygen was detected,
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Figure 5.3: SEM images of post mortem catalysts. A) Oxide. B) Oxide with 1%
graphite. These two images show the lump-covered surface of the rectangular-shaped
crystals of oxides after catalytic testing. C) Sulfide with 1% graphite. D) Sulfide
with 5% graphite. The sulfide samples presented platelets growing from rod like
particles, very similar to the pre-testing samples.

which can be attributed to two sources: oxygen containing adsorbed species (water

or CO2), or molybdenum oxide.

XRD patterns were also taken. All the oxide samples showed a prominent

peak at 44o that could not be identified (figure 5.1 A). The graphite containing

samples showed, besides the 44o peak, small peaks that correspond to molybdenum

dioxide, indicating that the samples were reduced during the HDS reaction. The

sulfides showed the presence of the same crystalline phases before and after the

catalytic test, molybdenum dioxide (Tugarinovite, JCPDS 78-1073) and molybde-

num disulfide (Molybdenite-2H, JCPDS 65-0160). The only difference seems to be
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Figure 5.4: A) TEM image of the oxide with 1% graphite sample. B) HAADF image
showing the typical contrast of these partially reduced oxide crystals. C) HAADF
of an area with a higher concentration of sulfur, this spongy contrast is associated
to partially sufidized areas.

a stronger molybdenum sulfide signal in the post-mortem specimens (figure 5.1B).

In the morphological analysis, the three oxides showed similar features (figure

5.3 A, B). The particles retained their rectangular shapes, but the surface was

covered with small lumps in all the oxide samples.

In the sulfides, the morphology after the HDS reaction was the same as ob-

served before; the particles presented platelets growing from the rod-shape particles

(figure 5.3 C, D).

5.2.2 TEM and HADDF

The samples were further analyzed by transmission electron microscopy after the

HDS reaction.

The oxides presented very similar features regardless of the presence of

graphite. Figure 5.4 shows typical TEM and HAADF images of the oxide sam-

ples. In figure 5.4 A, rectangular crystals growing on top of a graphite flake can

be observed. Higher magnification showed a contrast similar to that observed in

heavily irradiated samples; this result is in good agreement with the XRD patterns,

which indicated that the sample had been at least partially reduced. HAADF re-

vealed spongy-looking areas with a stronger contrast (figure 5.4 C). EDS analysis of
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Figure 5.5: A) HAADF and TEM image of the sulfide with 1% graphite sample. B)
HAADF and HREM images of one dimensional structures found in the 5% graphite
sulfide sample.

these areas showed a higher sulfur concentration, which suggests that even though

the samples are mainly reduced to molybdenum dioxide, small sulfide domains are

also formed during the HDS reaction.

The post-mortem sulfide samples presented, overall, the same features as

the pre-catalytic testing specimens. They are characterized by the presence of an

oxide core and sulfide platelets, which indicates that there is very little particle

sintering and that the microstructure is preserved even after the high temperature-

high pressure HDS reaction. Figure 5.5 A shows a typical particle found in the

sulfide containing 1% graphite; multiple platelets growing from an irregularly shaped

particle can be observed. The image in 5.5 B corresponds to one-dimensional sulfide

particles in a 5% graphite sample. It is very noticeable that these structures are

maintained in spite of the extreme HDS conditions.

5.2.3 Catalytic Performance

The surface areas of the oxides, sulfides and two model catalysts were measured by

nitrogen adsorption; the corresponding values are shown in table 5.1. In general, the
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sulfide samples presented larger surface areas than the oxides. In both the oxides and

the sulfides, the measured area was just slightly above the area of the presulfidized

model catalyst (ex situ reference). The surface area of the in situ reference catalyst

was much larger than the samples under study.

For the sulfide with no graphite added, the samples were prepared from

oxide nanoribbons of different sizes in order to evaluate the effect of the sulfide

concentration in the catalytic performance of these materials. The sample labeled

W corresponds to a sulfide obtained from nanoribbons with average width of 126

nm; the parent oxide for sample Y was about 186 nm wide. Sample W presented

a surface area closer to the typical values for these kinds of catalysts and is in the

same range as the rest of the catalysts tested, whereas sample Y presents a very low

surface area.

Interestingly, the two samples showed similar activities and selectivity to-

wards hydrogenation in spite of the very different surface areas.

For these two catalysts, the surface area after HDS reaction was also mea-

sured. The surface area of catalysts Y increased (table 5.1), whereas it slightly

decreased for sample W. Loss of surface area of catalysts during catalytic reaction

is considered normal due to formation of carbon deposits on the surface, particle

sintering, or both; however, surface area increase is not commonly observed. Never-

theless, it has been observed for samples activated in situ; thus, in situ activation of

tetraalkylammonium thiosalts was reported to provide catalysts with enhanced area

and improved catalytic performance [6]. A similar effect is shown in table 5.1 for

reference samples as in situ treatment generated a higher surface area than the ex

situ one. A similar but less marked trend can be observed for the Y sample, which

presents a higher value after reaction.

In this case, the increase of surface area can be attributed to dispersion or

separation of agglomerated nanoparticles due to stirring and high pressure inside the
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Table 5.1: Surface area calculated by the BET equation, rate constants (k), and
HYD/DDS ratios for HDS of DBT (3.4 MPa of hydrogen, 623 K) for model cata-
lysts and the oxide and sulfide samples. For the sulfides Y and W, the values in
parentheses correspond to the surface area after the HDS reaction.

Sample Rate Surface Area Rate Selectivity
Constant Constant

k(×107) (±0.5) k(×107) HY D
DDS

(mol ·s−1 ·g−1) m2 · g−1 (mol ·

s−1g−1m−2)

Oxide 2.11 18 0.12 0.65
2.28 15 0.15 0.57

Oxide 1% C 2.25 9 0.24 0.57
2.23 9 0.25 0.54

Oxide %5 C 2.35 12 0.2 0.65
2.49 11 0.23 0.54

Sulfide W 3.67 14 (10) 0.26 1.54
Y 3.38 2 (15) 1.69 1.84

Sulfide 1% C 3.01 15 0.20 1.97
2.37 11 0.22 1.72

Sulfide 5% C 2.77 10 0.28 2.08
2.52 19 0.13 1.90

ex situ 1.7 8 0.21 0.4
in situ 6.0 60 0.10 1.5

reactor. This observation could be a relevant aspect of nanostructured catalysts to

be further studied. A similar case was observed in Ni/WS2 nanostructured catalyst

after the HDS of a DBT reaction test [80].

The catalytic properties of molybdenum oxides and sulfides were evaluated

in the model reaction of dibenzothiophene (DBT) with hydrogen at 3.4 MPa and

623 K, which are close to industrial conditions.

The hydrodesulfurization (HDS) of DBT leads to different products, depend-

ing on the reaction path followed. Figure 5.6 shows the two possible mechanisms:

the direct desulfurization (DDS) path, which leads to the formation of biphenyl
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Figure 5.6: Products of the HDS of DBT. The products of the main two paths,
hydrogenation and desulfurization, are shown.

(BP) and the hydrogenation (HYD) path, which produces tetrahydrodibenzothio-

phene (THDBT). The HYD reaction can be followed by sulfur elimination producing

cyclohexylbenzene (CHB). CHB is also produced from hydrogenation of biphenyl;

further hydrogenation of CHB produces bicyclohexyl (BCH).

Since the two pathways are parallel, the ratio between HYD and DDS can

be approximated in terms of the experimental selectivity by means of the equation:

HY D

DDS
=

CHB

BP

Nevertheless, changes between hydrogenating and hydrogenolysis (C-S bond

breakage ability) functions can be better ascertained when comparing THDBT and

BP, which are the primary products along the two parallel pathways. Indeed,

THDBT is formed only by the hydrogenation of one of the aromatic rings of DBT

while BP is produced by direct C-S bond cleavage from DBT.

The experimental constant rate (pseudo-zero-order because the DBT con-

centration decreased linearly with time) is given in moles of DBT transformed by

second in one gram of catalyst and it was calculated from the experimental slope of
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the plots of DBT concentration versus time according to the equation:

slope

h
·

h

3600s
·

1mol

1000mmol
·
34mmol

grcat

Where 34 mmol is the initial concentration of DBT. The pseudo-zero-order

rate constant values (k), calculated from the slope of the experimental data on

DBT conversion versus time are reported in table 5.1. The ex situ reference sample

presents a rate constant of 1.7×107mol.s−1.g−1 which is considered to be a standard

value for typical unsupported MoS2. The in situ MoS2 reference shows an improve-

ment of activity with a rate constant of 6.0× 107mol.s−1.g−1. Such an effect can be

attributed primarily to surface-area improvement (from 8 to 60 m2.g−1) provoking

an increase of contact area between reactive and catalyst surface.

The oxide samples present rate constants between 2.1 and 2.5×107mol.s−1.g−1,

values that are between the in situ and ex situ reference catalysts. However, if these

constants are expressed in mol.s−1.g−1, i.e., are normalized against the correspond-

ing surface area, the oxide samples showed a better performance than the in situ

catalyst, and the carbon containing samples had about the same activity rate than

the ex situ catalyst. Even though the surface area was not improved by the presence

of graphite, the rate constants for the sample containing 5% graphite were higher,

which indicates that the graphite may improve the performance of oxide catalysts.

The W and Y sulfides presented the largest catalytic activities of the samples

tested (3.7 and 3.4 × 107mol.s−1.g−1). However, all the sulfides are more efficient

catalysts than ex situ MoS2 but less than the in situ reference catalyst. The presence

of graphite in the sulfide samples has an apparent negative effect since it diminishes

the rate constants by about 20%.

The enhancement of activity with respect to the ex situ reference observed

in sulfide catalysts without graphite, is probably more related to the morphology of

these samples (nanoplatelets and nanowires) than to the surface-area improvement,
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Table 5.2: DBT conversion. These concentrations were measured after 7 h reaction,
except for the W and Y samples that correspond to 5 h.

Sample Final DBT Molecules of DBT(wt%)×10−18

concentration converted per gr catalyst

Oxide 82.80 3328
83.39 3431

Oxide 1%C 83.32 3352
83.79 3447

Oxide 5%C 83.47 3564
82.88 3690

Sulfide W 81.79 3997
Y 83.20 3800

Sulfide 1%C 79.46 4245
82.52 3615

Sulfide 5%C 80.01 4307
81.87 3906

which is modest. The nanostructured sulfides may have exposed more catalytically

active sites due to the particular texture of this material. The exposed planes and

pseudo-one dimensional structures are very likely to be terminated by excess sulfur,

which would also lead to electronic states different from the bulk MoS2.

In terms of selectivity, the reference ex situ catalyst showed a selectivity

ratio of 0.4. Similarly the selectivities of the oxides ranged between 0.5 and 0.6.

These are typical values for industrial catalysts favoring preferentially the DDS

reaction pathway [5]. The DDS pathway is also known to occur preferentially in Co-

Mo/Al2O3 industrial catalysts [77, 113]. Conversely, the in situ reference catalyst

presents a selectivity ratio of 1.5, indicating that hydrogenation of the aromatic rings

occurred more extensively. High selectivity for hydrogenation was also observed in

all the sulfide samples.

Figure 5.7 shows the catalytic activity plots for the oxide samples during the

7 h test. In all cases, a linear decrease in the concentration of DBT was observed.
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Figure 5.7: Catalytic activity plots for molybdenum oxide-based catalysts. A) Pure
oxide. B) Oxide with 1% graphite. C) Oxide with 5% graphite.

The final DBT concentrations were very similar for the three samples (table 5.2).

Therefore, the total conversion is not affected by the presence of graphite. The main

product of the HDS of DBT in the presence of these oxide catalysts was biphenyl

(BP), indicating that these catalysts clearly favored the hydrogenolisis of C-S bonds.

Smaller concentrations of THDBT and CHB were always detected, indicating that

the hydrogenation reactions also occurred.

The presulfided catalysts behaved very differently from the oxides; the cat-

alytic activity of these materials is presented in figure 5.8. These differences can also

be observed from the product distribution plot presented in figure 5.9. The total
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Figure 5.8: Catalytic activity plots of sulfide catalysts. A) Sulfide, sample Y. B)
Sulfide, sample W. C) Sulfide with 1% graphite. D) Sulfide with 5% graphite.

DBT conversions for these catalysts are summarized in table 5.2. Among all the

sulfides, sample W showed the largest conversion but the lowest HYD/DDS ratio. It

must be mentioned that this sample was prepared from oxide nanoribbons smaller

than the oxides used for the other samples. Thus the presulfidization reaction may

have occurred more extensively forming a larger amount of active sulfide than in

the rest of the samples.

The HDS reaction on the sulfide catalysts proceeds towards the hydrogena-

tion of DBT as can be observed from the high yields of THDBT, which increases

rapidly at the beginning of the reaction and seems to reach a steady state, i.e., it

is continuously produced. The DDS path proceeds to a lesser extent, as indicated
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Figure 5.9: HDS product distribution for nanostructured molybdenum oxides and
sulfide catalysts. These values correspond to a 7 h test, except for the W and Y
samples that were tested only 5h.

by the production of BP. However, the BP is increasingly produced, contrary to

THDBT that reaches a maximum level. Further BP hydrogenation and THDBT

desulfurization also occur, as indicated by the monotonic increase in the concentra-

tion of CHB.

In the graphite-containing samples, a small amount of bicyclohexyl, which is

the fully hydrogenated and desulfurized product of DBT was observed.

As mentioned before, the THDBT production showed an unusual behavior.

It has been reported that in the presence of MoS2 microcrystals, the THDBT/CHB

ratio (after reference [28]) reached a maximum briefly after 1 hr and then abruptly
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decreased within the next 30 min. In contrast, when the HDS of DBT is catalyzed

by nanostructured molybdenum sulfide catalyst, the THDBT/CHB ratio reaches a

maximum in a shorter time and then it decreases smoothly to a value close to 0.8,

which is higher than the minimum value for MoS2 microcrystals.

This result indicates that THBDT continues to be produced, but there may

not be enough sites for the final C-S bond cleavage to occur and therefore not all

the THDBT can be converted to CHB or BCH.

The activity of these materials can be explained in terms of the reaction

pathway proposed by Lauritsen et al., based on their STM and spectroscopy results

[63]. Traditionally, it was believed that the HDS reactions occur at sulfur vacancies

on the MoS2; although, in situ STM observations of the interaction between MoS2

clusters and thiophene indicated activity at the metallic edges, which seem to be

terminated by sulfur dimers. The presence of sulfur dimers was also discussed by

Goodenough as a way to complete the coordination of the sulfur atoms located at

the plane edges of molybdenum sulfide [48].

In accordance with such a mechanism, it can be proposed that the DBT

molecules get physisorbed to the MoS2 nanowires and nanoplatelets, which present

an excess of sulfur; and partial hydrogenation occurs at that site forming THDBT.

Later on, the THDBT molecule is desorbed from this site, and it is adsorbed in

a site able to accept S for the C-S bond to be broken. The single MoS2 layers

may play the role of a drain for this excess sulfur. Those sites may be where DDS

occurs; therefore, the formation of BP and CHB are competitive and hence not all

the THDBT can be consumed under the conditions tested.

5.3 Conclusions

It was shown that nanostructured molybdenum oxides and sulfides have catalytic

activities and selectivities very different from catalysts obtained by commonly used
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methods (impregnation of alumina substrates with a molybdate solution).

Nanostructured molybdenum oxides showed lower activity than the sulfides

and a defined selectivity towards the direct desulfurization of DBT. However, forma-

tion of crystalline sulfides was not detected in these specimens following the catalytic

test. This observation indicates that a very high sulfur concentration is necessary

for the formation of crystalline nanostructured sulfides.

The effect of graphite on the catalytic performance of molybdenum oxides

was also studied. A positive effect was observed upon the addition of graphite, that

could be economically advantageous since the amount of active phase can be reduced

without a decrease in the total DBT conversion.

It was also shown that the MoO2 supported MoS2+x nanoplatelets and

nanowires can withstand the high temperature-high pressure conditions necessary

for the HDS of DBT. This is of particular importance since these structures are

responsible for the overall performance of the catalyst. MoS2+x nanostructures are

stabilized by and excess S at the edges. The ability of S saturated edges to donate

and accept electrons is believed to enhance catalytic activity [48]. However, they do

not seem to be the most favorable sites for the final C-S bond cleavage, since the

reaction intermediate (THDBT) was not totally consumed.

The presence of graphite in these samples does not affect the overall mor-

phology of the nanostructured sulfides; however, it diminishes the total activity of

these catalysts as observed from the rate constants.

Nevertheless, it was shown that the selectivity of molybdenum sulfide cata-

lysts can be tailored by inducing new structures at the nanoscale that differ from

the bulk in structure and reactivity.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and

Recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

The conditions for production of nanostructured molybdenum compounds were in-

vestigated. A detailed analysis of the structures prepared was also performed in

order to establish a correlation between the materials structure at the nanoscale

and its catalytic properties.

In summary, the conditions for obtaining molybdenum oxide ribbons of nano-

metric size through hydrothermal treatment were determined. It was found that

single crystalline particles with dimensions in the nanometric range could be pro-

duced through this method. These crystals easily undergo partial reduction, which

facilitates the incorporation of sulfur into the structure and ultimately the formation

of molybdenum sulfides.

Thermal treatment of molybdenum oxide nanocrystals in a strong sulfidizing

atmosphere produces a nanostructured form of sulfide supported on a molybdenum

dioxide core. This result indicates that the sulfidization and reduction reactions
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are competitive processes and that once the molybdenum dioxide has been formed

the sulfidization process stops, i.e., the oxygen-by-sulfur replacement occurs only in

fully oxidized molybdenum ions, even at a high sulfur concentration.

The sulfide formed through the processes described in chapters 3 and 4 was

mainly formed by crystalline sulfide nanoplatelets with a 2H stacking sequence and

some lower concentration of MoS2+x nanowires. These structures are able to with-

stand the high temperature-high pressure conditions necessary for the occurrence of

HDS reactions.

In the evaluation of the catalytic performance of molybdenum oxides and

sulfides, it was found that they catalyze different HDS paths. The oxides favored

the DDS reaction while the sulfides are better hydrogenation catalysts.

In summary, it was shown that the selectivity of molybdenum sulfide and

oxide catalysts can be tailored by inducing new structures at the nanoscale that

differ from the bulk in structure and reactivity.

6.2 Recommendations

The hydrothermal method, described in chapter 3, produced homogeneous and crys-

talline materials. However, it did not allow the synthesis of smaller particles. It may

be of interest to study the effect of surfactants and other surface modifiers in the

production of smaller molybdenum oxide nanocrystals. The synthesis of smaller

oxide particles may increase the sulfide yield upon thermal treatment of the oxide

crystals in the sulfiding atmosphere.

In a future work, it may be important to study the effect of different sulfiding

conditions on the morphology and amount of molybdenum sulfide nanostructures

as this may lead to higher concentrations of catalytically active sulfides. An aspect

that should be kept in mind is that too high temperatures promote the closure of

the sulfide structure producing molybdenum sulfide nanotubes.
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The evaluation of the catalytic performance of these materials under different

HDS conditions may also lead to results of practical interest. Especially, if these

materials show a considerable activity at lower temperatures or pressures, since this

would signify big energy savings for the oil industry.

Two other aspects that could be investigated are the incorporation of Co, Ni

or other promoters into the structure of the molybdenum oxides and sulfides and

their effect on the catalytic properties of the resulting materials. The presence of

promoters will produce different structures that could be of interest for catalysis

and other applications. A thorough structural characterization would be required.

Lastly, it is recommended to perform reactions in situ in either the SEM

or the TEM if the instruments become available. This study would permit the

exact location of active sites and would provide accurate information about the

architecture of the structures of interest in catalysis.

Additionally, it must be kept in mind that molybdenum chalcogenides present

a very rich chemistry product because of the multiple valence states that the metal

can access in these compounds and the different coordination environments in which

it can be stabilized [48]. Molybdenum compounds, in bulk and nanostructured

forms, can be used in a wide variety of applications because of their properties as

solid lubricants [107, 88, 89], ionic conductors [8], superconductors [23, 30], field

emitters [70, 69, 123], cathodes in rechargeable batteries [114], thermoelectric mate-

rials [19], catalysts [53, 4, 87, 93, 102, 101], in electrochromic devices [98, 75, 74, 9],

and so on. Thus, a wealth of potential applications for nanostructured molybdenum

compounds still needs to be explored.
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